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Abstract
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International Hellenic
University. Its purpose is to present the Stock Exchanges of Southeastern Europe and is a first
look at their History, Trading Volumes and Technologies. We study the Stock Exchanges
(SE) of eleven Southeastern European countries: Greece (Athens Stock Exchange), Serbia
(Belgrade Stock Exchange), Bulgaria (Bulgarian Stock Exchange-Sofia), Romania (Bucharest
Stock Exchange), Cyprus (Cyprus Stock Exchange), Turkey (Istanbul Stock Exchange),
Montenegro (Montenegro Stock Exchange), FYROM (Skopje Stock Exchange), Bosnia
Herzegovina (Sarajevo Stock Exchange), Albania (Tirana Stock Exchange), and Croatia
(Zagreb Stock Exchange).
The presentation is alphabetical, and covered in five chapters. The first chapter is a
historical review of each Stock Exchange, discussing various significant aspects of their
operation; e.g. their establishment, the most important historical events, membership, etc. The
second chapter is a presentation and analysis of the most recent five years of their trading
activity, with respect to volume (euro based and shares). Furthermore, in this part is done a
more thorough analysis of recent annual index returns and trading volume. Following, in the
third section, current membership and the most important listing criteria are discussed.
Finally, in the last chapter the technology infrastructure of these Stock Exchanges and the
passing from the Trading Floor to the Electronic Book is presented.
The Thesis supervisor Prof. Vassilis Polimenis contributed significantly in the
implementation of this dissertation. Some help was also given by Emmanouil Daskalakis,
PhD Candidate in the Department of Economics of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
Furthermore, I would like to thank Mr. Petar Kemalov, Senior expert, corporate development
in the Bulgarian Stock Exchange in Sofia, as well as the Deputy Secretary General of
Federation of Euro Asian Stock Exchange who gave me important information and replying
to my emails on time.

Kaisari Polixeni
21/10/2011
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1. Introduction
Stock Markets offer the investors the opportunity to own a stake in the company and share
company‟s profits. They are the means through which a company can generate funds. Stock
Exchanges are highly regulated bodies and good indicators of a company‟s economy.
Nowadays, there are Stock Markets in almost every developed and developing economy, with
NASDAQ, NYSE, and London SE to be the premier Stock Exchanges of the world.
The purpose of this dissertation is to present the Stock Exchanges of the developing
economies of the South-Eastern Europe. This would be useful for anyone that wants to invest
in the SEs of this area. It is a first look at their history, the trading volume and the
technologies. There is no former work on this subject, or at least, I didn‟t find anything after
an intensive search. I found an individual paper that concern Belgrade SE, but this was
published in 1997, in the begging of the BSE[3]. During my research I didn‟t find anything
that has to do with all of them or any individual paper to be up to date.
In the following chapters are presented the eleven Stock Exchanges located on SouthEastern Europe. In the first chapter, is presented the history of the Stock Exchanges from their
establishment till the day that this dissertation is written (July – September 2011). The data
are collected mainly from the official website of the Stock Exchanges. Further information
was found in the Wikipedia site, as well as in different sites where these Stock Exchanges are
presented.
The second chapter is an exchange – by – exchange analysis of the Stock Exchanges. In
this chapter, there are eleven subchapters that present each SE separately. Each of these
subchapters contains one table with the total data for each SE for a five year period (20062010). The standard rows of these tables are the Market Capitalization, the Total Volume,
both in shares and in million Euros, as well as, the listed companies. In some SE, where more
data are available, these tables are enriched with more data. Furthermore, each subchapter
contains three charts that show the Total Volume (in million euro and in shares), as well as,
the Markets Capitalization. Furthermore, in this part is done a more thorough analysis of
recent annual index returns and trading volume. Most of the data for this chapter are collected
from the Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS), form the Federation of
European Stock Exchanges (FESE), as well as, from the official websites of the studied Stock
Exchanges.
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Following, in the third chapter are presented the number of listed companies, as well as,
the requirements needed to be met for the company, in order to be listed in the Stock
Exchange. Each subchapter of this chapter ends with a chart that shows the number of listed
companies for the study period. The last rows of each subchapter are the number of listed
companies in the date of the research (July 10th 2011). Most of the requirements were found
in the FEAS website, but further details were collected from the SEs‟ official websites.
The last chapter of the dissertation presents the evolution of the technology in the SEs.
It begins with historical data from the beginning of the first tries to use the technology in trade
and ends up with the up to date electronic books. It also, quotes the benefits of e-trading and
the passing from the trading floor to the e-trading. Finally, in the last part of this chapter is
presented the technology and the technological infrastructure used in each Stock Exchange,
that is included in this dissertation.
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2. Stock Exchanges’ History
Stock markets that we know of today are very different from what they were when they stared
operating. Most stock exchanges began as coffee house meetings in an unorganized fashion.
Stock market history had its origins in France. In the 12th century, courratiers de change, the
first brokers originated, who traded in debt and securities. The stock exchange history in
Europe is many centuries old. Throughout Europe, unofficial stock exchanges existed till the
17th century. The 13th century saw the emergence of Venetian bankers, who traded in
government securities. In the 14th century bankers started training in securities in Pisa, Genoa,
Verona and Florence. It was the Dutch, who started joint stock companies. In joint stock
companies, the shareholders invested in businesses and then they shared profits as well as
losses[4].
In 1602, Amsterdam stock exchange was formed. It could be called as the world‟s first
stock exchange. It was the time when Britain, France and Netherlands chartered long voyages
to India (East Indies). Many voyages were failed attempts which resulted in losses. Thus
companies were formed where investors put money, who after a successful attempt, shared
profits. So, most securities and shares that were traded at stock markets spun around spice and
shipping trade. The Dutch East India Company was the first company to issue shares and
bonds on the Amsterdam stock exchange [5].
By early 17th century, the stock exchange was fully operational. Amsterdam Beurs or
the Amsterdam stock exchange established continuous trading and introduced short selling,
merchant banking and option trading. After France and England, stock exchanges were
formed in America also. Earlier, all the stock exchanges had floor trading, which involves
meeting of trader s face-to face. With time, as the technology evolved, floor trading gave way
to electronic trading[4].
In America, it was believed that to build a strong economy, development of stock
exchanges should be promoted. In the 20th century, stock markets were fully operational
throughout the world, in Europe, Asia and America. Most stock exchanges were shut down
during the World War I and II temporarily. It was the most turbulent time in the stock
exchange history[4].
In this chapter, the history of eleven Stock Exchanges will be presented. These SE are
located in Southeastern Europe and most of them were established in 80‟s, 90‟s or even in
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‟00, apart from Athens Stock Exchange that counts more than a century operation. The order
of the presentation is alphabetical, based on the name of the SEs‟ website.

2.1. Athens Stock Exchange, Greece[1]
Stock market activities began unofficially in Greece as a self regulated public organization, in
the latter half of the 19th century. The first people to carry out transactions with foreign
currency and securities in the unofficial markets of Ermoupolis and Athens were Greek
merchants and ship owners. The Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) was established in 1876 and
the first legal framework was printed, based on the French commercial code. The ASE began
operating as an independent statutory public body. The ASE becomes a Public Law Entity in
1918 while in 1928 the role and responsibilities of stockbrokers and intermediaries in general
were specified.
In December 1997, the Greek government sold, through private placement, 1.983.270
shares of the ASE (39.67% of the share capital) to selected investors. In December of the next
year, the Greek government sold, through private placement, a further 600.000 shares of the
ASE (12% of its share capital) to selected investors. In 1999 the State's stake is further
reduced to 47.7%. In the same year, the Athens Derivatives Exchange (ADEX) and the
Athens Derivatives Exchange Clearing House (ADECH) begin operations, and in August
1999 the first derivative products are traded.
The holding company Hellenic Exchanges S.A. (HELEX) was established and listed on
ASE‟s Main Market on 21 August 2000. In April 2001 the ASE trading floor at 10
Sofokleous Street is closed. In September 2002 the merger of the Athens Stock Exchange and
the Athens Derivatives Exchange, both HELEX subsidiaries, is completed. The name of the
new entity is "Athens Exchange" (ATHEX).
In June 2003, the Greek state, as part of the privatization program, sells the remaining
HELEX shares it held to 7 banks. ATHEX transfers its remaining regulatory responsibilities
to the Hellenic Capital Market Commission. In February of the next year, HELEX purchases
minority stakes in its subsidiaries CSD and ADECH, taking its participation to 100%, while in
March 2005 the merger with its subsidiary Systems Development and Support House of the
Capital Market (ASYK) is completed.
On the 30th of October 2006 the Common trading and clearing Platform between
ATHEX and the Cyprus Stock Exchange is put into operation. With this cooperation, the two
markets are connected and investors gain access to both markets. Also, in November of the
-4-

same year, the merger of HELEX with its subsidiaries CSD and ADECH is completed. The
name of the new company is changed to "Hellenic Exchanges S.A. Holding, Clearing,
Settlement and Registry."
In July 2007, the relocation of the departments of the Group to the new privately owned
building at 110 Athinon Ave. begins. In December 2007, the historic building at 10
Sofokleous St. closes its doors for the last time as an exchange.
In January 2008 the first ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) starts trading in the Greek
market. And the next month, the operation of the Alternative Market (ENA) begins. By the
end of 2008, 9 companies listed their shares in that market. In June, Mr. Spyros Capralos,
Chairman of Athens Exchange and CEO of HELEX, is elected President of the Federation of
the Federation of European Securities Exchanges (FESE). The term of the FESE President is
two years.
On the 30th of March 2009, Link Up Markets, a joint venture between Depositories that
is providing cross-border transaction settlement services, in which HELEX participates as one
of the founding members, began operations, while in June of the same year, the first link by
HELEX as Issuer CSD with the Swiss depository SIS SegaInterSettle AG was made.
Furthermore, on the 2nd of September 2009 the HELEX Group was the victim of a terrorist
attack, by an explosive device which was placed in a trapped vehicle in a side street of the
building. The bomb blast caused extensive material damage to the building at Athinon
Avenue. Despite the almost complete destruction of half of the building, the exchange
operated as usual from the first day of the terrorist attack. The renovation of the building to its
original state was completed in January 2010.
The exchange's trading hours are from 10:00am to 05:20pm Monday to Friday, and the
companies listed on the exchange are regulated by the Hellenic Capital Market Commission.
The ASE uses Euro as its currency.

2.2. Belgrade Stock Exchange, Serbia[6]
The first ideas about establishing an institution which would control the movement of the
value of money appeared in Serbia in the 1830s. The Serbian Trading Association, important
for the development of the entire Serbian economy, initiated the passing of the Stock
Exchange Law.
In the beginning of XX century, various securities were listed on the Exchange. The
most wanted and the most stable ones were government securities, which is quite
-5-

understandable as people trusted the state more than public companies. The rule to observe
was “if you want to eat well, invest in shares. But, if you want to sleep well, invest in
government bonds”. Between the two world wars, after a four-year break and in a difficult
economic situation, the Exchange resumed its business. It prepared the regulatory framework
and internal rules and regulations and consequently achieved new results.
The great world crisis affected the Serbian economy as well as all the other economies.
In the last days of the Exchange existence, Prime Minister of the Government of the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia, university professor Milan Stojadinović, was appointed President of the
Exchange. One of the last meetings of the Exchange Board of Directors was held on 28.
March 1941. The Exchange lasted until 1953, when it was formally abolished by the Decision
of the Presidium of the Serbian government.
With a change in the general climate and the beginning of the economic reforms, after
adoption of the Law on the capital market in 1989, the Founding Assembly of the Yugoslav
Capital Market, established by 32 biggest banks from the territory of former Yugoslavia, was
held. In 1992, the Yugoslav Capital Market changed its name to the Belgrade Stock
Exchange. In the 1990s, the trading material mostly consisted of debt instruments of
companies, government bonds and the like. Although the first share trade was carried out in
1991 (companies Sintelon and Auto kuća Kikinda), it was only in 2000 that a significant step
forward was made, when shares from the previous privatization processes were included in
secondary trading. In 1996, the Belgrade Stock Exchange traded in commodity-commercial
notes of the Commodity Reserves with the underlying in corn, maize, sugar and oil, while the
first municipal bonds were traded on the Exchange in 2000, as well as the first treasury notes
of the National Bank of Yugoslavia. In 2001, the introduction of RS bonds for covering the
government debt with respect to the old foreign currency savings further boosted the growth
of the domestic capital market. Since its re-establishment, the operation of the Belgrade Stock
Exchange has not been interrupted, not even during the NATO aggression in 1999.
During 2003 and 2004, there were significant improvements in the development of the
BELEX trading system, continuous and remote trading was introduced and international
cooperation with other developed exchanges as well as with the exchanges from the region
was enhanced. The first index of the Belgrade Stock exchange was published in late 2004, and
up to this day the Exchange has continued to develop other stock exchange indicators. In
2005, the Exchange focused on the improvement of the information process and launched its
first information services for data distribution in real time. In 2006, the Exchange started to
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organize educational courses for the general public and improved its cooperation with issuers
of securities, which in April 2007 led to the first security listing.
Working hours of the Belgrade Stock Exchange are from 08:00 till 16:00 every working
day. Its currency for the equities is the Serbian Dinar (CSD) and for the bond, Euro is used.

2.3. Bulgarian Stock Exchange-Sofia[7]
The history of the Bulgarian capital market dates back from the beginning of the 20th century.
The first provisional Stock Exchange Act was adopted in 1907 and regulated the structure and
functions of both the stock and commodity exchanges in the country. Sofia Stock Exchange
was “a market place, where members of the Exchange and the respective brokers meet to buy
and sell public and private securities”.
Sofia Stock Exchange started its activity in January 1918 and initially there were 21
companies listed on the exchange. Trading on the Sofia Stock Exchange has been ceased
during the period November 1925 – September 1928. During the world economic crisis of
1929-1933 the Exchange worked on a small scale due to the bankruptcy of a large number of
local companies and low liquidity. After the end of the world economic crisis the exchange
turnover and liquidity increased and some 30 companies were listed at the Exchange. In 1947
Sofia Stock Exchange ceased its operations.
In July 1991, Bulgarian capital market was re-established with the introduction of the
Commerce Act. And in October of the same year, the first Bulgarian Stock Exchange was
established as a joint stock company. In July 1995, the basis of the Bulgarian regulated capital
market was set up after the adoption of the Securities, Stock Exchanges and Investment
Companies Act. In compliance with the newly adopted Act a Securities and Stock Exchanges
Commission (SSEC) was established, and in May of the same year, the first Bulgarian Stock
Exchange became one of the founders of the Federation of EUR-Asian Stock Exchanges
(FEAS). In December 1995, Bulgarian Stock Exchange was established after the merger of
the following regional exchanges: First Bulgarian Stock Exchange, Plovdiv Stock Exchange,
Black Sea Stock Exchange, Dunav Commodity Exchange, and Sever Stock Exchange.
In August 1996, the Central Depository AD (CDAD) was established as the only
institution in Bulgaria providing settlement of corporate securities in book-entry form. And in
October of the same year, Securities and Stock Exchanges Commission (SSEC) introduced
the requirement that all listed securities should have their prospectuses approved by the SSEC
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in order to be traded on the stock exchange. As no company complied with this requirement,
trading on the Bulgarian Stock Exchange was ceased.
In July 1997, Bulgarian Stock Exchange AD changed its name to Bulgarian Stock
Exchange – Sofia (BSE-Sofia) AD and in August of the same year. Following, in October,
BSE-Sofia AD was officially licensed as a Stock Exchange by the Bulgarian Securities and
Stock Exchanges Commission. The first trading session on the regulated market took place on
October 21, 1997 and was officially opened by the Bulgarian Prime Minister. In January
1998, the privatization through public offering of shares started with the sale of 60% in the
capital of the Burgas cable producer Elkabel AD on the stock exchange. The same month
Elkabel became the first listed company on the Official market. In August of the next year,
BSE-Sofia introduced a new market segment, Official market of bonds.
On October 20, 2000 the Exchange started the calculation of the SOFIX index. SOFIX
represents a correlation of the sum of the market capitalization of the companies within the
index portfolio on the current day and the sum of the market capitalization of the same on the
previous day. SOFIX initial value was 100 points.
In April 2001, BSE-Sofia signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Athens
Stock Exchange and in October of the same year, the first mortgage bond issue was listed on
BSE-Sofia – issued by Bulgarian American Credit Bank AD. Furthermore, in December,
BSE-Sofia was licensed by the Commission to organize an Unofficial market of securities,
which replaced the Free market.
In May 2002, BSE-Sofia signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Russian
Trading System Stock Exchange (RTS), and in March 2003, the National State Securities
Commission was replaced by a new supervisory body, the Financial Supervision Commission
(FSC) that pulled together the regulation of a number of financial (non-banking) sectors under
one body. The newly established FSC is currently responsible for protecting investor interests,
regulating the issuance of securities, monitoring transactions, as well as supervising
investment companies, including pension funds and insurance companies. And in October of
the same year, BSE-Sofia became a corresponding member of the Federation of European
Securities Exchanges (FESE); BSE-Sofia signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Macedonian Stock Exchange.
In 2005, BSE-Sofia started the calculation of BG40 index, which included the shares of
the Top 40 companies graded by the number of transactions executed in the last six months.
In June of the same year, BSE-Sofia introduced a new product, named BSE Charts, which
gave an opportunity for analysis of the exchange trade in real time.
-8-

In March 2006, BSE-Sofia signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Vienna
Stock Exchange and in October of the same year, BSE-Sofia started calculation of financial
ratios of the companies, traded on the Exchange. The same month the Board of Directors of
BSE-Sofia adopted a Code of Corporate Governance for the public companies, listed on the
Exchange.
In January 2007, BSE-Sofia started trading bonds at clean prices. And in June of the
same year, BSE-Sofia became a full member of the Federation of European Securities
Exchanges (FESE. In September, BSE-Sofia started calculation of two new indices – BG
TR30 (BG Total Return 30), based on the price performance of the shares included in the
index portfolio, as each issue has equal weight. The second index, BG REIT, was a sector
index, showing the fluctuations in the prices of companies that operate in the field of
securitization of real estates and/or land.
In 2008, BSE-Sofia signed a Memorandum of Understanding with InvestBulgaria
Agency. With the Memorandum, the two institutions engaged in work in coordination in an
effort to improve the investment climate in Bulgaria and to popularize the Bulgarian business
abroad.
In July 2010, new rules for calculation of BSE-Sofia indices are adopted, replacing the
existing ones. On 13th September, an extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of BSESofia was held which took a decision to increase the capital of the Exchange from BGN
5,867,860 to BGN 6,582,860. The issuing value of each share of the increase was BGN 1.00
and all shares of the capital increased of BSE-Sofia were subscribed to in exchange of a cash
contribution by the shareholder of the company - the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of
Bulgaria. The shareholders also decided the Exchange to become a public company. On 27th
September, Bulgarian Stock Exchange-Sofia and Macedonian Stock Exchange signed an
Agreement on exchange of stock market information.
Working hours of the Bulgarian Stock Exchange are from 09:00 till 16:00 every
working day. Its currency is the Bulgarian Leva (BGN)

2.4. Bucharest Stock Exchange, Romania[8]
Bucharest Stock Exchange was inaugurated on the 1st of December 1882, while the quotation
lists of the first Romanian traded corporations were published in December 1882 in the
Official Journal of Romania. The 1989 Revolution, which signified an important turning point
in Romania‟s national history, has imperatively imposed, through the resulting reform
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program, the necessity to recover the capital market and its related institutions, including
BSE.
The date of the 21st of April 1995, when the Bucharest Stock Exchange was
reestablished as a public interest institution, based on a National Securities Commission‟s
decision, is a significant moment for the development of the Romanian capital market. The
structure of this new stock exchange was based on a modern electronic system with a very
consistent and comprehensive set of regulations and procedures, incorporating the functions
of trading, clearing & settlement and registry. The first trading session was carried out on 20th
of November.
The second year of the Bucharest Stock Exchange (1996) was practically the first year
of real activity but, as a consequence of the generally unstable economic environment, it was
difficult to achieve a better performance and to gain the proper status in the local economy.
The Bucharest Stock Exchange saw a significant overall development in 1997, the
progress being noticed in the entire capital market. In September, the first Bucharest Stock
Exchange official index BET was launched becoming a real barometer of the market, while
the implementation of the custody service was the most important achievement during 1998.
In April, the second official index, the BET-C was launched, including all the listed stocks,
less the investment funds and providing a perspective of market‟s general evolution.
The most important moment of 1999 was the implementation of new trading system,
HORIZON. Bucharest Stock Exchange‟s co-operation with other similar institutions makes
new steps through the conclusion of cooperation agreements with Athens Stock Exchange,
Tokyo Stock Exchange and London Stock Exchange. At the same time, Bucharest Stock
Exchange was actively involved in the Project of Regional Cooperation in South-East Europe
-SECI and also became a member of the Association of Custodians and Compensation
Houses from Central and Eastern Europe.
In 2001, the stocks of two large companies were listed: the Romanian Bank for
Development Group Societe Generale (BRD) and the National Oil Company Petrom (SNP),
which led to spectacular raises of capitalization and turnover. Also, in October 2002, the cooperation Agreement between Bucharest Stock Exchange and the Milan Stock Exchange was
signed in Bucharest and in November the General Assembly of Federation of European
Exchanges decided to assign to Bucharest Stock Exchange the status of correspondent
member of this comprehensive association. In November, Bucharest Stock Exchange
celebrated 120 years from the set up of the first Romanian stock exchange.
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In 2003, Bucharest Stock Exchange became a full rights member of the Federation of
EUR-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS) and carried out the actions necessary for preserving its
status of correspondent member of Federation of European Securities Exchanges (FESE) and
of World Federation of Exchanges (WFE). Also, in December, Bucharest Stock Exchange
signed a cooperation agreement with Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre to create at
Bucharest Stock Exchange a “new market” segment aimed to the issuers without a market
history, but with increasing potential. Bucharest Stock Exchange total capitalization was close
to USD 12 billion in 2004 and exceeded 17% of GDP, thus diminishing the gap between the
Bucharest Stock Exchange and the stock markets in the most advanced Central and EastEuropean countries.
2005 marked a new international recognition of Bucharest Stock Exchange by
launching, in cooperation with Vienna Stock Exchange, the ROTX Index, designed in
accordance with the principles of Indexes‟ Family for Central Europe (CECE). And in the
first part of 2006 brought the changes in the legal frame incident to the capital market: BVB
received the market operator authorization by the Romanian National Securities Commission
(CNVM). This authorization was preceded by the successful BVB-BER (former Rasdaq
market) merger, through which there were created the premises for a sound restructuring of
the capital market working frame.
In the first semester of 2007, the national currency continued it‟s up going trend, the
interest rate went down and the capital market indices registered new historical records.
Regarding the second semester of the year, with international financial markets in a turbulent
period, the market volatility grew, the investors‟ access to financial resources became
difficult, and the cost of borrowing increased and decreased the investors‟ aversion to risk.
On July 1st, 2008, BVB launched 2 new indices: BET-XT (Bucharest Exchange
Trading Extended Index) is BET-NG (Bucharest Exchange Trading Energy and Related
Utilities Index). Their purpose is to reflect the market prices of the most liquid 25 companies
listed on the exchange (SIFs included), respectively of the companies which have the main
business activity located in the energy sector and the related utilities.
From the economic cycle theory viewpoint, the 2009 trends of the BVB regulated
market seem to suggest the end of an 11 years cycle. The stock market received the impulses
induced by the crisis, followed by a period of recovery. On February 25, 2009, the BET index
reached a minimum of 1,887 points, while at the end of the year it was calculated for 4,691
points, showing an increase of 62 % compared to the start level registered 6 years ago, and an
increase of 149% compared to the value registered in February 2009. The annual increase of
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the BVB composite index, BET-C (37,3%) surpassed the European average, placing the
Romanian stock market among the most dynamic European exchanges.
The working hours for the Bucharest Stock Exchange are from 09:30 to 16:30 every
working day of the week, and for the bonds from 11:00 to 15:00. Bucharest SE uses the
Romanian Lei (RON) for its currency.

2.5. Cyprus Stock Exchange[9]
The Cyprus Stock Exchange started its operations as a legal entity in the form of a public
corporate body on the 29th March 1996, by virtue of The Cyprus Stock Exchange Laws and
Regulations which had been passed by the House of Representatives in 1993 and 1995
respectively.
The Cyprus Stock Exchange is a regulated Exchange, where all transactions concerning
corporate and public securities are carried out. Such securities include stocks, bonds and
warrants. The main participants in the market are the Members of the Stock Exchange (stock
brokerage firms), the listed issuers and the investors.
According to section 5 of the Securities and Cyprus Stock Exchange Law the prime
objectives and competencies of the Stock Exchange and its related powers and duties, are:
 To take all necessary and as the case may demand appropriate measures for the
development of the securities market, as well as to control and regulate transactions in
securities.
 To provide the necessary facilities for the trading of securities and the issuing of an
official price bulletin, to facilitate the execution of stock market transactions, to
provide procedures and means for supplying stock market information relating to the
movement and trading of securities, to provide for the prompt display of relevant data
for the information of members, transacting parties and the public and finally to
provide for publication of a stock market bulletin either daily or periodically as
determined by a decision of the Council.
 To promote stock market activity and to use for this purpose every appropriate means
of publicity regarding the benefits and the services of the Stock Exchange.
 To encourage an orderly and systematic securities market, to combat fraudulent and
improper stock market transaction practices and to provide the due protection of
investors and the public in general.
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 To prepare and submit for approval the stock exchange Regulations necessary to
achieve its objectives and to take every other action necessary for this purpose.
In addition to the Stock Exchange‟s primary competencies as provided above, the Stock
Exchange is assigned with any other functions, which customarily constitute the competence
of a stock exchange, together with their related powers and duties.
The exchange has normal trading sessions from 10:00am to 05:00pm on all days of the
week except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays declared by the exchange in advance.

2.6. Istanbul Stock Exchange, Turkey[10]
The Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) is the only corporation in Turkey for securities exchange
established to provide trading in equities, bonds and bills, revenue-sharing certificates, private
sector bonds, foreign securities and real estate certificates as well as international securities.
The Istanbul Stock Exchange was established as an autonomous, professional organization on
December 26, 1985 and commenced to operate on January 3, 1986. The ISE has contributed
to the development of Turkish capital markets and Turkish economy since the date of its
establishment. Established as the Governmental Decree in Force of Law (KHK) No.91, the
ISE is a public corporation operating as an autonomous and professional institution. The ISE
is entitled to issue legal regulations related to the subjects and fields within the scope of its
authority.
ISE price indices are computed and published throughout the trading session while the
return indices are calculated and published at the close of the session only. The indices are:
ISE National-All Shares Index, ISE National-30, ISE National-50, ISE National-100, Sector
and sub-sector indices, ISE Second National Market Index, ISE New Economy Market Index
and ISE Investment Trusts Index. The ISE National-100 Index contains both the ISE
National-50 and ISE National-30 Index and is used as a main indicator of the national market.
The General Assembly comprising of the ISE Members is the supreme decision making
body. The Executive Council of the ISE comprises of the Chairman and four members. While
the Chairman is appointed as per a tripartite decree, members of the Executive Council and
auditors are elected by the General Assembly of ISE. The Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of the ISE is Hüseyin Erkan who was appointed by the government on November 2,
2007.
Trading hours for the Istanbul Stock Exchange are 09:30-12:30 for the first session and
14:00-17:30 for the second session, on workdays. The Bonds and Bills Market (BBM), from
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09:30 to 12:00 and from 13:00 to 17:00. Finally, the Foreign Securities Market is active from
09:30 to 12:00 and from 13:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday. Its currency is the new Turkish
Lira (YTL) for the Stock Market, the YTL and foreign currency for the Bonds and Bills
Market, and foreign currency for the Foreign Stock Market.

2.7. Montenegro Stock Exchange[11]
Montenegro Stock Exchange was established in June 1993, in base of Law on Money and
Capital Market. Founders of Stock Exchange were four banks from Montenegro and Republic
of Montenegro, apropos its Agency for economic restructuration, foreign investment and
development. On the general meeting on July 7, 1995 Montenegro Stock Exchange
harmonized its business activities with Law on stock exchange, stock exchange activities and
agents. Montenegro Stock Exchange got founding license from Federal Ministry of Finance,
license for trading with short term securities from Yugoslav Central Bank and license for
trading with long term securities from Federal Securities Commission. Beside already
mentioned, founders of Montenegro Stock Exchange are also three banks and two insurance
companies.
In purpose of increasing shareholders capital, Montenegro Stock Exchange issued the
second issue of shares. New shareholders became many banks from Yugoslavian territory.
Moreover, taking part in the third issue of shares, new shareholders appear. Securities
Commission of Montenegro was founded in 2000, and took over jurisdiction form Federal
Commission, and gave the license for business activities to Montenegro Stock Exchange on
December 14, 2000.
Montenegro Stock Exchange has become a part of the biggest world family of
exchanges. On 25.02.2008, in Cairo, World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) has accepted the
recommendations of the Board of directors of the federation and promotes Montenegro Stock
Exchange as a new member of this association of exchange. In this recommendations, the
Board of Directors of the federation suggest that the Montenegrin market is growing market
with the big opportunities and possibilities and if young, with achieved impressive results.
Board of Directors of Federation invite Montenegro Stock Exchange to participate actively in
the work of Federation and its activities, particularly in emerging markets and its experience
convey on young markets, and as the effect of this Montenegrin market will get a global
affirmation which will smooth the way for investors animation and attracting capital.
Benefits of this membership are multiple for Montenegrin market, especially in terms of using
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the experience of large stock exchanges with tradition of centuries. With this act Montenegro
Stock Exchange accepted as a partner of the biggest stock exchanges of the world which is a
special award for the entire Stock Market of Montenegro.
On the 11-the Assembly of the Federation of European Stock Exchanges, Montenegro
Stock Exchange became a member of this largest European Stock Exchange family. At the
General Assembly of the Federation of EUR Asian Stock Exchanges which was held in
September 2005 in Iran, Montenegro Stock Exchange became a full member of that
Federation.
Montenegro stock exchange is organized by the principle of member companies that are
trading by its own name and account (dealer) and by name and account of their clients
(broker). Member of Montenegro stock exchange can be any company that is registrated as a
stock exchange agent by Law on Securities and obeys conditions perscripted by The Statute
of Exchange. Besides that, members of Exchange could be banks and insurance companies if
they got permission for trading from Securities Commission.
Montenegro SE is active from 09:00 to 14:00, Monday to Friday and its currency is the
Euro.

2.8. Skopje Stock Exchange, FYROM[12]
The story of the Skopje Stock-Exchange began in 1995. On September 13th the Inaugural
Meeting of the Skopje Stock Exchange took place. This is the official date of the
establishment of the first organized securities exchange in the history of the FYROM
considering that the country had never before had a stock exchange. The Exchange was
established as a joint stock company operating on a non-profit basis, with a founding capital
of one million deutschmarks. The total number of the initial founders of the Skopje Stock
Exchange was 19 (13 banks, 3 insurance companies and 3 saving houses). These founders
simultaneously became first Exchange members with right to trade in securities.
The Exchange's birthday is connected with the date of 28th March 1996, when the
Exchange bell rang for the first time. Thus the official beginning of the trading was announced. The modest amount of transactions of the first day of trading did not reduce the
feeling that with this act a new FYROM economic history was being created. In the beginning
the Exchange was open for trading twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The conclusion
of transactions was carried out on the "stock exchange floor" in the trading hall through the
method of continuous auction and the model of "order-driven market". On October 16th 1996
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the Skopje Stock Exchange was accepted as a full member of the Federation of Euro-Asian
Stock Exchanges (FEAS).
1997 was a year in which the limiting factors for the development of the secondary
securities market in the country were detected. In February the new Law on Issuance and
Trading in Securities was passed which proscribed that all the securities transactions in the
FYROM should be realized on the stock exchange which from today's foreshortening is
confirmed as a visionary and a strategically optimal solution. The Stock Exchange of Skopje
during the course of the year organized and conducted a wide informative-educational
campaign to raise the awareness of the country's securities market operations. The Exchange
also launched its own Internet web-page.
The new regulation on the securities market operations brought better results in the
1998 trading. The introduction of the block transactions initiated the process of intensive
ownership consolidation and concentration of the trading companies' shares in the hands of a
smaller number of shareholders. In this year Stock Exchange of FYROM published the Stock
exchange manual. The international collaboration and the participation of foreign investments
in the Exchange made a considerable growth in this year.
The year 1999 was rather turbulent for the Stock Exchange of FYROM. In November
began an implementation of the USAID project for capital market development in FYROM
which included several different areas of operation of both the Exchange and the Securities
and Exchange Commission. In December the Securities Law was amended, which set the
basis for dematerialization of securities and introduced the centralized record keeping of
shares ownership in FYROM. The Annual Assembly of FEAS whose host was the Stock
Exchange of FYROM took place in September in Skopje. A contract was signed with the
Ljubljana Stock-Exchange and the Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development of
the Republic of Slovenia for the use of technical assistance for the Ljubljana Stock Exchange
electronic trading system implementation in FYROM.
In 2001, the Exchange increased the number of trading days in a week, from two to
three trading days. Furthermore, a Memorandum of Understanding with the Ljubljana Stock
Exchange was signed. The changes in the Securities Law were adopted, with which the
Exchange was transformed into a profit joint-stock company, and the first official stock
exchange index - the FYROM Bourse Index (MBI) was promoted. The long-awaited process
of complete dematerialization of shares in more than 670 companies in the country and the
operation of the Central Securities Depository had begun.
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In 2002, the Takeover Law, the missing link in the chain of securities legislation in
FYROMwas adopted. The number of trading days was increased to four days of the week,
Monday to Thursday, and the Memorandum of Understanding with the Athens Stock
Exchange was signed. Also, the next year, the Stock Exchange of FYROM signed
Memorandums of Understanding with the stock exchanges in Belgrade, Zagreb and Sofia.
In 2004, a third issue of denationalization bonds of the Republic of Macedonia was
listed, and the new Listing Rules entered into effect. The listing criteria on the Official Market
were raised to a higher level, the Unofficial Market was split into two parts - Market for
Publicly Held Companies and a Free Market, the criteria for shares listing were toughened,
and new continuous obligations for reporting were introduced. Moreover, the publication of
the new Exchange index was announced (MBI-10).
In 2005, the tenth memorial year of the operation of the Stock Exchange of FYROM
was the most successful year since it was founded. The Stock Exchange of FYROM was
accepted as a corresponding member of the Federation of European Stock Exchanges (FESE).
In June 2006, Corporate Governance Code for listed companies on the Exchange was
adopted. In September 2006, cooperation between Stock Exchange of FYROM and Wiener
Bourse was strengthened by signing Memorandum of cooperation.
2007 was the most successful since the foundation of MSE back in 1996. The Stock
Exchange of FYROM realized record turnover of 41, 7 billion EURs and MBI 10 index
achieved its biggest value breaking the barrier of 10.000 index points. During the year, several
successful takeovers were realized, particularly in the banking sector. On October 15 th, MSE
officially moved in its new business premises. One of the most important events for the year
2007 was signing the Memorandum of partnership between the exchanges in Belgrade,
Skopje, Zagreb and Ljubljana. The partnership primarily aims to contribute towards further
develop the regional and national markets and thus serve the needs of major regional and
international market players.
The Stock Exchange of FYROM is active from 09:00 to 12:00, Monday to Friday, and
its currency is the Denar (MKD).

2.9. Sarajevo Stock Exchange, Bosnia Herzegovina[4]
The Securities Act of 1998 defines the Exchange as "a place for matching demand and supply
for securities and securities trading, following predefined rules". Through the matching of
supply and demand, a price for the securities which are traded is defined - the market price. A
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third function of the exchange is the gathering and publishing of information about supply and
demand and the market value of the traded securities.
SASE was founded on September 13th, 2001 as an incorporated company by eight
brokerage houses. The brokerage houses that founded the Exchange have the status of
"founding members" and can use the term "Founder of the Sarajevo Stock Exchange" in their
company name.
The official start of trading was on April 12th 2002. The first turnover was 3.099 KM
(about 1550 EURs). Trading was done once every week (on Tuesdays). In August of the same
year, Thursday was introduced as another trading day. The Turnover in 2002 was 41 million
KM (about 20.5 million EURs).
In April 2002, the first BH Index - BIFX was introduced and the base date has been
chosen May 28th 2002. The base value was 1.000,00 points. September of the same year,
SASE takes part in the launch of the SEM-ON.NET portal. The end of year turnover was 118
million KM (about 59, million EURs) and the End-value of BIFX: 1.305,84 index point. In
2003, the first Bosnian stock exchange index was presented by SASE under the name of
“Bosnian Investment Funds Index” (BIFX).
In January of 2004, the Official market launched with the shares of the 11 PIFs and in
April MFTS was introduced. The End of year turnover was 201 million KM (about 100.5
million EURs). In 2007, the SASE in open five days per week and the turnover for this year
exceeded 1 billion KM (about 500 million EURs).
Trading on SASE takes place from Monday to Thursday, from 9:00 to 13:30 and 09:00
to 13:00 on Fridays. Sarajevo Stock exchange uses the local currency, the Konvertibilna Mark
(BAM).

2.10. Tirana Stock Exchange, Albania[13]
Tirana Stock Exchange TSE, the first stock exchange in the financial history of Albania, was
established as a department of Bank of Albania (BoA, central bank) in 1996, with the aim to
spin it off after a transitional period of several years. It is organized as an order driven market.
The activity at hand was the trading of the T-Bills with 12 months-to-maturity, five series of
government bonds and privatization vouchers. Trading sessions were held, firstly, twice a
week, every Monday and Thursday. By October 1997, the sessions began to be held every
business day and the trading of 3 and 6 months-to-maturity Treasury Bills commenced too. It
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also held out the primary auctions for Treasury Bills until August 1st, 1998, than this market
moved to Monetary Operations Department, at BoA. There was no stock trading in TSE.
As of July 1st, 2002, TSE spun-off physically form BoA and continued its activity as a
stand-alone institution. One year after, TSE obtained the final license from Albanian
Securities Commission to operate as an organized market on financial instruments. This
license was renewed again in 2005. After that renewal, it licensed for unlimited period.
TSE currency is the Albanian LEK and it works from 10:00 to 12:00, Tuesday to
Thursday.

2.11. Zagreb Stock Exchange, Croatia[5]
Croatia‟s exchange was launched in 1991, when 25 banks and two insurance companies
established the Zagreb Stock Exchange as the central place of securities trading in the
Republic of Croatia. The Zagreb Stock Exchange has kept this role to date. From the initial 25
members (brokerage companies), thanks to the trade growth and development the number of
members has climbed to some forty-odd active traders: banks and private brokerage
companies. At the very beginning, trading took place at big auctions held at the Exchange
head office with all brokers actually physically present. In 1994, an electronic trading system
was introduced, enabling member brokers to trade on the Exchange via a telecommunications
link without leaving their offices throughout Croatia. A rapid development of share ownership
and trading in Croatia is best illustrated by the fact that in the first five years following the
introduction of the electronic trading system, between 1995 and 2000, the Zagreb Stock
Exchange market capitalization grew almost 10 times (982.6%).
The Zagreb Stock Exchange is very active on an international level too: it is among
founders and a member of the Federation of EUR-Asian Stock Exchanges and also a
corresponding member of the Federation of European Stock Exchanges. It has worked with
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) on drafting the
principles of corporate governance, while consulting or engaging the employees of the
London and the Pacific Stock Exchange as well as the U.S. Securities Commission (SEC)
experts on certain individual projects.
In 2007, the Croatian financial market consolidated as the Varaždin Stock Exchange
merged with the Zagreb Stock Exchange. These new circumstances, resulting in a larger
number of listed securities and greater trading volume, along with a natural development of
the financial market that saw the investment climate improve and gave rise to a stronger
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interest of all market participants in new financial products, highlighted the need for the
implementation of a new system that would be able to meet the needs of the small, but
extremely fast-growing Croatian market.
The ZSE system is activated every week day from 09:00am to 04:00pm, and its
currency is the Croatian Kuna (HRK).
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3. Stock Exchanges’ Presentation
This chapter is a presentation of the Stock Exchanges (SEs). The volume of the shares in
number and in value for the last five years (2006-2010) is analyzed. Most of the statistical
data was found in the official websites of the SEs, as well as, in the websites of the Federation
of European Securities Exchange (FESE) and the Federation of EUR-Asian Stock Exchanges
(FEAS). All the prices in USA Dollars (USD), were converted into Euro (EUR). The currency
EUR/USD was 0.706 on 13th July, 2011. The Stock Exchanges that are presented in this
dissertation are member of FESE or FEAS or both. At first glance to this data, the huge
consequences from the world crisis are remarkable. Even though, Southeastern Europe (SEE)
SEs is not in long term relationship with big SEs (London, German, New York, etc), the
worldwide crisis of the last 2-3 years, is responsible for the deflation in most of the SEs.
Furthermore, the Market Capitalization, which is an important parameter for the SEs,
will be presented in this chapter. Thus, Market Capitalization is the total currency market
value of all of the company‟s outstanding shares. It is calculated by multiplying a company‟s
shares outstanding by the current market price of one share. The investment community uses
this figure to determine the company‟s size, as opposed to sales or total asset figures. This
term should not be confused with the company‟s “Capitalization,” which is a financial
statement term that refers to the sum of a company‟s shareholder‟s equity plus long-term
debt[14]. In this dissertation, the company is considered the whole SE, and the Market
Capitalization is the sum of the Market Capitalization of the listed companies.
An incensement in the Market Capitalization may happened either for the increase on
the number of shares, or on the number of listed companies or on the prices of the share or a
combination of three. Therefore, a reduction may be caused for the opposite reasons.
Meaning that, a reduction on the share prices, a reduction on the number of listed companies,
on the number of their shares, or their combination may cause reduction on the Market
Capitalization.
The financial crisis, probably the worst since 1930, affected negatively the economies
all over the world, including and the South-Eastern Europe. The impacts of this crisis are
obvious in the Stock Exchanges in the last two years of the study period (2009-2010).
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3.1. Athens Stock Exchange
Athens Stock Exchange is the oldest in South-Eastern Europe, even though in the last few
years, is in big deflation. World‟s economic crisis, in combination with the devaluation of the
Greek SE from different houses and their bet on Greece failure, lead the bid/ask spread to
jump up to 1350bp on 21/04/2011.
In table 1, we can see a big reduction of Market Capitalization from year 2007 to
2008. Even though, the average daily turnover is not so small, compared with that in 2009,
where the market capitalization was larger than in 2008. In this 5 year period we can see a
reduction on listed companies. This happened due to the unstable economic environment of
the country. We can see that the average daily turnover has also a downward trend, which is
right, if we see the same trend in market capitalization.
Table 1: ASE data for a 5 year period[1], [2]

2006
Market Capitalization. (€m)
Av. Daily Turnover (€m)

2007

2008

2009 2010

157900 195500

68300

83700 60200

338,9

479.8

313.8

203.8

153.7

39.2

46.2

38.7

46.3

33.7

Transaction Value (€m)

85300 121300

78200

50900

-

Av. Daily Number of Contacts

23.235

34.833 39.931 42.063

-

Av. Daily Turnover (m Shares)

Av. Daily Value of Transactions (€m)
Listed Companies

342.2

480.4

397.5

205.1

139.2

320

305

304

302

296

In the chart 1 is presented the Average Daily Turnover of the ASE. It is obvious that in
2007, the volume of the Average Daily Turnover was in the pick of this 5-year period, and the
same happened with the Average Daily Turnover of the shares (chart 2). That year, the
Average Daily Turnover was the highest of the period. The worst year was in 2010, where
there were reductions in the Average Daily Turnover, both in shares and in value.
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Chart 1: The Average Daily Turnover (million euro) [1], [2]
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Chart 2: Average Daily Turnover (millions of shares) [1], [2]
From the chart 3, it is obvious that the year 2007 had the largest market capitalization
for the Athens SE during the period 2006-2010. But this has not due to the number of listed
companies, because in 2006, there were more listed companies, even though, the market
capitalization was less than in 2007. If we compare the market capitalization of 2007, which is
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the largest, with the lowest, 2010, we can see a 3 times difference. This difference might be
occurred due to the number of companies, where was the smallest, but also, there might have
been and other reasons.
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Chart 3: Market Capitalization on ASE (million euro) [1], [2]

3.2. Belgrade Stock Exchange
In 2007, the Belgrade SE seems to have had a good movement compared to the rest years of
the period. It had the best markets capitalization, the best turnover, and the biggest numbers of
transactions, the best total volume stocks, both in value and in number of shares. Furthermore,
in this year, we can see a big increase in the number of listed companies. All these numbers
are presented detailed in table 2.
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Table 2: BELEX data for a 5 year period [15]

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Market Capitalization(€m)

7755.41 16983.85 8588.58 8134.45 6841.37

Turnover (€m)

1210.44

2059.77

882.45

441.98

222.78

Number of Transactions

141.499

301.210

119.001

77.215

725.550

942.4

1786.34

881.44

396.86

167.2

Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 22.1135
Listed Companies

1.204

34.9183 21.8965 17.7001 16.7342
1.710

1.848

1.779

1.601

There was a big variation in the total volume of the Belgrade SE, as far as concern the
value of the shares. During this 5-year period, 2007 was the year with the largest volume;
both in value and in the number of shares (charts 4 and 5). Furthermore, this year was the one
with incensement in total volume. The rest years seems to have had a continuous downward
direction, with the year 2010 be the worst of the period in the total volume, both in value and
in the number of shares. Furthermore, 2007 and 2010 had the smallest and the largest turnover
respectively.
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Chart 4: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 5: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
In 2007 we can see a big difference in the market capitalization compared to the years
2006 and 2008. 2010 seems to have been the worst year in this 5-year period, reducing the
market capitalization almost 3 times, compared to 2007, that has the largest market
capitalization (chart 6).
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Chart 6: Market Capitalization on BELEX, (million euro) [15]
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3.3. Sofia Stock Exchange
Bulgarian SE had a pick year in 2007, with the rest years to be lower, but with almost the
same market capitalization. There was an upward trend in the number of listed companies,
apart from the last year (2010), where there was a small reduction (table 3).
Table 3: BSE-Sofia data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market Capitalization (€m)
Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

2007

2008

7305.2 15014.03

6341.21

1283.61

4513.99

1389.52

2009

2010

6104.91 5099.3
650.23

370

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 402.1636 896.5379 527.3427 498.2732 402.36
Listed Companies

347

369

399

399

390

During this period there seems to have been a pick year (2007) in the total volume of
stock, both in the number of shares and in value. If we compare the years 2006 and 2009
(table 3), we can see that even though the number of shares is bigger in 2009, the total volume
stocks (in million of euro), is bigger in 2006. 2007 was the year with the largest total volume
– stocks, both in number of shares and in their value (chart 7 and 8). In the last year of the
studied period, the total value of stocks was reduce a lot, but the number of shares was quite
close to the one occurred in 2009. From charts 7 and 8, it is obvious that the total volume has
the same trend in both amount of money and number of shares.
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Chart 8: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
Bulgarian SE had its largest market capitalization of the period in 2007, and the
smallest in 2010 (chart 9). This is exactly what had happened and in the 2 already presented
SE, that from the year 2007, they had a consecutive fall, ending up with the smallest market
capitalization in 2010.
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Chart 9: Market Capitalization on BSE-Sofia, (million euro) [15]

3.4. Bucharest Stock Exchange
The worst performance of the Romanian SE seems to have been in 2008, with the smallest
market capitalization and the bigger number of number of shares. 2007 seems to have been
the best performance, with the largest market capitalization and the largest value of stocks.
Furthermore, 57 more companies listed in the stock market that year, which is a big number if
we take into account that the next years there was a small incensement, and in 2010, there was
even a small reduction of the listed companies (table 4).
Table 4: BVB data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market Capitalization (€m)

19912.05

Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

2448.51

2007

2009

2010

24940.19 11488.43 19388.71

22353.42

3925.48

2008

1962.85

1198.51

1754.07

Total Volume-Stocks
(m Shares)
Listed Companies

14015.097 13832.416 17794.05 14398.56 13326.217
100

157

170

175

174

In contrast with what we have already seen, in the Romanian SE the total number of
shares is far bigger than the total value of shares (charts 10 and 11). The best total value of
shares was in 2007, and the worst in 2009. In 2010, there was an upward trend, which was
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weird, considering the economic crisis. Form the other hand, the total number of shares was
biggest in 2008 and the smallest in 2010.
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Chart 10: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 11: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
In chart 12, it can be observed that the market capitalization was the largest in 2007,
and the second largest was in 2010, which is weird, because this year was catastrophic for
most of the SE, even the big ones. 2008 was the year with the smallest market capitalization
with almost 13.5 million euro difference with that in 2007.
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Chart 10: Market Capitalization on BVB, (million euro) [15]

3.5. Cyprus Stock Exchange
The start of operation of the Common Platform with Athens Stock Exchange, has led to a
sharp increase in the Cyprus Stock Exchange turnover, and this made a big difference from
2005. In 2005 the average daily value of transactions of CSE was 1.6 million EUR and in
2006 was 8.8 million before the start of the platform (from 01/01 to 25/10), and 26.6 million
EUR after the start of the Common platform (from 30/10 to 31/12), as it is referred in the
annual report of Cyprus Stock Exchange of the year 2006 [9].
In 2007, the equity market exhibited an upward trend. At year-end the equity market
capitalization amounted to 20,1 billion EUR, compared to 12,2 billion at the end of 2006, an
increase of 64,52% from the previous year. From this 20,1 billion EUR, the Main Market
accounted for 67,12% of the total Market Capitalization. Following, in 2008, there was a
71.56% decrease in the equity market, compared to 2007, from 20.1 billion EUR ended up to
5.7 billion EUR, with the market capitalization to account 38,04 per cent of the total market.
In 2009, the trend of the equity market changed, and CSE had a market capitalization
of 7.1 billion EUR, compared to 5.7 billion of the previous year. From this 7.1 billion EUR,
the main Market accounted to 38.75 per cent. Finally, in 2010, the equity market followed a
downward trend, accounting 5 billion EUR, 29.54% of which was accounted by the Main
Market [9].
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2010 wasn‟t a good year for the CSE. In this year, all the numbers that we can see in
table 5 are smaller than the previous years. There was a reduction on the turnover, on the
numbers of transaction, on the market capitalization, etc (table 5).
Table 5: CSE data for a 5 year period [9]

Market Capital. (€m)
Turnover (€m)
Value Traded (€m)
Number of Transaction

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

11.254

20.160

5.733

7.157

500

2.470

3.427

1.374

1.228

800

2934.3

3900.02

1543.86

1334.68

874.75

58.3944

729.086

427.158

372.683

21.0664

2.355

2.940

1.751

1.521

8.46

141

141

135

128

123

Av. Daily # of
Transactions
Listed Companies

The turnover of the Cyprus Se, seems to have had a downward trend, apart from the
year 2007that had an incensement. Furthermore, there is an almost 4time difference between
the largest and the smallest turnover (2007 and 2010 respectively).
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Chart 13: Value Traded (million euro) [9]
In charts 13 and 14 are represented the value traded and the number of transactions
respectively. They have the same direction; the highest point is in 2007 and the lowest in
2010 for both the charts.
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Chart 14: Number of transactions [9]
The market capitalization seems to have had a big fluctuation during this period. It is
remarkable the difference between the years 2007, where was the largest market capitalization
of the period, and 2010, where was the smallest one. In the chart 15 is shown this almost five
times difference.
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Chart 15: Market Capitalization on CSE (million euro) [9]

3.6. Istanbul Stock Exchange
We can see a big development in 2010, comparing with the numbers of 2009. Even though,
there is no so big difference in total volume of shares, there is a big one in the total volume of
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shares value between these years (table 6). There is not a big variation in the number of listed
companies from year to year.
Table 6: ISE data for a 5 year period [15]

Market Cap. (€m)

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

115624.8

204729.89

84506.78

166613.28

217131.22

161961.17

212394.21

184443.94

223326.33

302247.92

Total VolumeStocks (€m)
Total VolumeStocks (m Shares)

91605.5383

Daily Av. (€m)

116824.1849 114796.8609 205986.9225 205748.7227

633.19

822.67

717.25

864.67

1173.38

316

319

317

332

338

Listed Companies

2010 was the years with the largest total value; despite the fact that in this year was the
one with the worst total value in most of the SE. 2009 and 2010 had the same total number of
shares (chart 17), and in 2010, the value of the shares was almost eight million higher. The
schema of the chart 16 seems to be different from the ones that we have already seen in the
previous presented SEs, because there are no others to have their pick point in 2010.
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Chart 16: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 17: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
There is a remarkable point on Turkish SE. In 2010, it had its largest market
capitalization, in contrast to what have happened in the rest SE during this year. ISE seems to
have not been affected by the world‟s financial crisis. We can see a big fluctuation in the
market capitalization of the ISE. 2007 had a dig increase, and then in 2008, there was a big
reduction. In 2009 happened the opposite and there was a big incensement again, thing that
happened and in 2010 (chart 18). This was the first time that we had a consecutive
incensement in the study period and this had happened during the economic crisis.
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Chart 18: Market Capitalization on ISE (million euro) [15]
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3.7. Montenegro Stock Exchange
Montenegro SE had a difference performance each year during this five year period. It had
one good and one bad year alternately. The same happened with the daily average trading
value (table 7), apart from the last year that had a continuous incensement.
Table 7: MONTENEGROBERZA data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market capitalization (€m)
Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

2007

2008

2009

2010

1699.82 2611.32

2020.99

3028.19

2544.53

74.5

231.32

21.55

202.86

265.1

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 259.0736

136.68 114.8266 151.8265 163.2334

Daily Average (€m)

633.19

822,67

717.25

864.67

1173.38

65

83

74

65

55

Number of Listed Companies

The total volume of the stocks differs a lot from year to year, both in numbers of
shares and in their value (charts 19 and 20). In 2006, the total value of the shares was smaller
than that in 2007, but the opposite happened in the total number of shares. There was a big
difference in the number of shares. The last year of our study, seems to have been affected a
lot by the economic crisis, because the value of the shares is small compared with the
previous years‟ value and with the number of shares of the same year.
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Chart 19: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 20: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
The Montenegro SE seems to have been from the SEs that didn‟t affect so much from
the economic crisis. Its worst market capitalization of the period was in 2006, while its best
was in 2009, at the beginning of the crisis. Furthermore, it had more than 10 million euro
increase in 2009. In 2010, it had a reduction, but still was not its worst performance (chart
21).
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Chart 21: Market Capitalization on MONTENEGROBERZA (million euro) [15]
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3.8. Skopje Stock Exchange
The Stock Exchange of FYROM had a remarkable increase in the market capitalization, in
2010 (table 8), a year that is considered the worst for the economy since 1930. From year
2009 to the year 2010, there was almost a three times incensement in the market
capitalization. But there was a 15 million euro reduction on the total value, and a remarkable
reduction on the daily average number of transactions. Furthermore, there was also a
remarkable increase in the daily average trading value in 2007, comparing with that in 2006.
An increase in market capitalization occurred also in 2007, which was followed by a
big reduction of almost 1320 million euro, in the next year.
Table 8: FYROM SE data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market Capitalization (€m)

779.38

Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

280.4

2007

2008

2009

2010

1908.8 581.98 651.08 1868.55
462.14 155.31

45.99

30.66

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 23.0432 21.8267 4.6391 7.4053

5.9706

Daily Average #of Transactions.

208

575

175

141

104

Number of Listed Companies

101

113

92

86

83

The total volume in Stock Exchange of FYROM had a big fluctuation during this 5year period (chart 22). The pick point of the value of the total volume was in 2007, and its
worst period was during the last year of the period. The number of total shares has different
route (chart 23). The biggest number of shares was traded in 2006 and the smallest one in
2008.
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Chart 22: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 23: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
The market capitalization in Stock Exchange of FYROM varies a lot from year to
year. 2007 and 2010 was SE‟s best market capitalization of the period and the year 2008 was
its worst. The variation of the FYROM market capitalization is shown in the following chart.
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Chart 24: Market Capitalization on FYROM SE (million euro) [15]

3.9. Sarajevo Stock Exchange
The best performance for the Sarajevo SE was in 2007, and its worst performance was in
2010 (table 9). This situation is known to the most SE in South-Eastern Europe, apart from
some exceptions. Despite that fact, the number of listed companies had a continuous upward
trend during this 5-year period.
Table 9: SASE data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market Capitalization (€m)
Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

2007

2008

2009

2010

5435.43 8250.58 3983.79 3714.34 3488.96
108.51

33.97

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 50.0836 70.7727 17.0151 18.5946

8.8378

Number of Listed Companies

301.33

489

626.38

509

198.71

524

529

541

The performance of the following chart is known from the already presented SE. The
pick point of the period happened in 2007 and the worst period for the value of the total
volume was in 2010 (chart 25). The same happened and in the total number of shares (chart
26).
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Chart 26: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
The market capitalization was almost the same in the last three years of the period.
The pick point was in 2007, where we can see more than twice the value of the total volume
of the next year (chart 27). The smallest market capitalization was in the last year of the
period, affected by the world economic crisis.
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Chart 27: Market Capitalization on SASE [15]

3.10. Tirana Stock Exchange
During my research for the Albanian SE, I faced a big problem. I couldn‟t find statistical data
in their website, which seems weird. Then, I found out the Federation of Euro-Asian Stock
Exchanges, where Tirana Stock Exchange (TSE) is a member. In the statistical part of their
site, I found out that TSE had a null table for the period 2006-2010. There were no market
capitalization or total volume stocks. In my attempt to find data, I had a contact with FEAS
secretary. They sent me an e-mail, with the following answer: “Tirana Stock Exchange does
not have any active trading at this time (04/07/2011 date of received mail) or during the
period of 2006 to 2010”. TSE has five members, three of which are banks and its last entrance
is Societe Generale Albania.

3.11. Zagreb Stock Exchange
Zagreb SE is the last to be presented in this dissertation, and as it can be seen in table 10, had
almost the same performance as most of the SE in South-Eastern Europe. Its best performance
was in 2007and its worst was in 2010. The fluctuation of the number of listed companies is
also remarkable. The number in 2007 was twice as big as that in 2006, and after that there was
a continuous downward trend.
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Table 10: ZSE data for a 5 year period [15]

2006
Market Capitalization (€m)
Total Volume-Stocks (€m)

2007

2008

2009

2010

20408.06 49881.2 19454.39 18778.61 17858.48
1277.97 2886.25

2578.24

998.98

739.7

Total Volume-Stocks (m Shares) 725.7835 29.9101

36.0577

33.3923

24.1362

356

271

240

Number of Listed Companies

182

359

Zagreb SE had its best value of trading shares in 2007 and its worst in 2010, but the
number of trading shares was the biggest in 2006 and the smallest also in 2010. In charts 28
and 29, we can see that there was a pick point and all the rest to have had a big variation from
that point, but there was a second point near to the first one (in 2009).
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Chart 28: Total Volume - Stocks (million euro) [15]
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Chart 29: Total Volume - Stocks (millions of shares) [15]
The same performance is presented in the chart 30, as far as consider the market
capitalization, with the best performance having been in 2007 and the worst in 2010.
Meanwhile, the market capitalization was closer to the worst point and not to the best one.
The best performance was three times bigger than the worst one.
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Chart 30: Market Capitalization on ZSE [15]
Concluding with this exchange – by – exchange analysis, it is necessary to compare
the Market Capitalization of all the Stock Exchanges together and for the five years of the
period. In chart 31, it can be seen the difference among the years and the difference among the
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SE. As it was mentioned separately for each SE, 2007 seems to be the year with the largest
Market Capitalization of the period for all the SE, apart from the Istanbul SE that has the
biggest one in 2010. In contrast to this, 2010 was the worst for all the rest SE, as a
consequence to the world economic crisis. The SE with the largest Market Capitalization is
the ISE and with the smallest the SE of FYROM. The bad performance of most of the studied
Stock Exchanges in 2010 is reasonable, if we take into consideration the economic crisis
worldwide.
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Chart 31: Market Capitalization for all SE during 2006-2010
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3.12. Trading Volume Analysis for the eleven Stock Exchanges
As last part of this chapter, we present a trading volume analysis for the eleven Stock
Exchanges. In tables 11 and 12, we present the General Indexes of the studied Stock
Exchanges, and the Indexes‟ returns respectively. Index return is calculated from two
consecutive years of the Index level by the formula

From the above formula, it is obvious that by utilizing 5 annual index level points; we
may only generate 4 return points.
Table 11: Indexes Levels

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Athens SE

4394,13 5178,83 1786,15 2196,16 1413,94

Belgrade SE

1675,20 2318,37

565,18

663,77

651,78

Sofia SE

1224,12 1767,88

358,66

427,27

362,35

Bucharest SE

2332,00 3047,87 2901,10 4690,57 5268,61

Cyprus SE

1730,55 4880,97 3970,64 1101,67 1580,32

Istanbul SE

1620,59 2789,66 1027,98 2068,18 2499,75

Skopje SE

3702,54 7740,79 2096,16 2751,88 2278,92

Montenegro SE

918,88

638,99

523,69

Sarajevo SE

2855,59 3685,15 1233,65 1053,10

944,07

Tirana SE
Zagreb SE

N/A*

1627,69

469,53

N/A*

N/A*

N/A*

N/A*

3209,50 5239,00 1722,30 2004,10 2110,90
* Non Available Data

From the table 12, it is obvious that the year 2007 was a very good year for all the
Stock Exchanges, with big increases in the Index‟s level. Cyprus SE had the highest return, at
182,05%, with FYROM SE the second highest, at 109,07%. The smallest return was attained
by the Athens SE, with 17,90%, and was followed by the Sarajevo SE, with 29,05%. 2008
witnessed a general fall of the index levels, with the sharpest fall at 79,71% at the Bulgarian
SE, and the smallest was 4,82% in the Bucharest SE.
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Table 12: Indexes‟ Yield

2007

2008

2009

2010

Athens SE

17,90%

-65,50%

22,90%

-35,60%

Belgrade SE

38,39%

-75,62%

17,44%

-1,80%

Bucharest SE

30,70%

-4,82%

61,68%

12,32%

Bulgarian SE

44,42%

-79,71%

19,13%

-15,19%

Cyprus SE

182,05% -18,65% -72,25%

43,45%

Istanbul SE

72,14%

20,87%

Skopje SE

109,07% -72,92%

31,28%

-17,19%

Montenegro SE

77,14%

-71,15%

36,09%

-18,04%

Sarajevo SE

29,05%

-66,52% -14,64%

-10,35%

-63,15% 101,19%

Tirana SE

N/A*

N/A*

N/A*

N/A*

Zagreb SE

63,23%

-67,13%

16,36%

5,33%

* Non Available Data

We next present some first data based on Trading Velocity. Trading Velocity is
defined as the ratio of the total euro Trading Volume for the year to the Market Capitalization
at the beginning of the year.
VELOCITY =TRADING VOLUME / BEGGINING CAPITALIZATION
Velocity for the 11 exchanges is presented in table 13 by applying the above formula
with data shown in tables of the above subchapter.
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Table 13: Velocity

2007

2008

2009

2010

Athens SE
62,60% 114,20% 60,50% 57,70%
Belgrade SE
10,50% 10,30% 4,90%
25%
Bucharest SE
15,70% 17,10% 6,20%
7,90%
Bulgarian SE
30,10% 21,90% 10,70%
7,30%
Cyprus SE
17%
24% 17,20%
160%
Istanbul SE
103,70% 218,30%
134% 139,20%
Skopje SE
24,20% 26,70% 7,10%
1,60%
Montenegro SE 10,20%
3,70% 7,60%
0,80%
Sarajevo SE
7,60%
5,00% 3,00%
1,00%
N/A*
N/A*
N/A*
5,80% 13,30% 5,30%
* Non Available Data

Tirana SE
Zagreb SE

N/A*
4,10%

The following chart shows the Velocity that is also shown in numbers in the previous
table. In this presentation we observe the dispersion of the sample.
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Chart 32: Trading Velocity
According to F. Guidi et al. 2010, Co-integration results indicate that South Eastern
Europe equity markets do not show a long term relationship with their benchmark markets
(Germany, UK, and USA). Their results have important implications for mature stock markets
investors. For instance, because SEE markets do not share a common long run trend with both
mature markets diversification benefits take place for German, UK and US investors in terms
of portfolio diversification. In other words, there is an attractive opportunity to developed
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stock markets investors to diversify their portfolios in SEE stock markets. Also, they found
that there is a positive correlation of SEE market with developed markets, although there are
also short period of negative correlation. Further correlations are found, such as: the
correlation of UK and US equity markets with SEE market change over the time, however
changes in correlations between their benchmark markets and individual SEE market pairs is
not uniform. Because of the correlation among developed stock markets and emerging
markets is increasing over time, they found that these SEE markets cannot longer be
considered emerging markets but just stock markets moving towards developed markets[16].
Another study [17], investigates the effects of insider trading in a markets where the
regulation of insider trading is less strict from other countries, with lower transparency and
weak minority protection. The results of the study showed that the insider trades affect share
prices significantly. A further found, was that ownership structure matters and the impact on
prices of insider within the firm does have an impact on the magnitude of the impact. In
addition, the market reaction differs significantly depending on the degree of ownership,
director ownership, and the type of ownership.
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4. Listed Companies & Requirements
In this chapter are presented the minimum requirements and the conditions for a company to
be listed, the number of listed companies for the period 2006-2010, as well as and the listed
companies now (July 2011). The requirements differ a lot from country to country.

4.1. Athens Stock Exchange
There is a classification into segments for listing of stocks in Athens SE. They are divided
into two segments, the “Mid & Small Cap” and the “Big Cap”, each of them with their own
prerequisites and they are the following [1]:
 “Mid & Small Cap” Segment
 Shareholders’ Equity: > 3.000.000 euro on a consolidated basis or in the event
of non-consolidation, the aforesaid criterion must be satisfied by the issuer
alone.
 Financial Statement: published for at least three fiscal years prior to its listing
application and must have been audited by a certified author. The issuers that
have published financial statement for less than three fiscal years shall be
admitted for trading only after the approval of the Hellenic Capital Market
Commission.
 Profitability: the issuer must report minimum profits before taxes and
minority for the last three years of 4.000.000 euro and not less than 1.000.000
euro per year, earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization
(EBITDA) for the last three years of at least 6.000.000 euro and not less than
1.500.000 euro per year, on a consolidation basis or not, if there are no other
companies.
 Free float: the issuer must have an adequate free float (proportion of listed
stocks freely available for trading) by not later than the time of receipt of the
decision approving its admission for trading.
 The stocks to be admitted are distributed among the general public in
25% of the total stocks of the same category, distributed to at least
2.000 persons, none of whom holds more than 2%.
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 In case of issuers with capitalization >= 1.000.000.000 euro, stocks are
distributed in at least 15% of the total stocks to at least 10.000 persons
none of whom holds more than 2% of the total stocks for the which
admission is being requested.
 Tax Audit: the issuer must have undergone a tax audit , with respect to all tax
matters, for all the fiscal years that its annual financial statement – with
exception of the most recent – have been published at the time of submission
of the listing application.
 Corporate Governance: the issuer must comply with the provisions in force
pertaining to corporate governance
 Prohibition on the transfer of stocks: Shareholders shall be permitted to
transfer during the first year after the listing stocks that represent a maximum
of 25% of their total stocks.
 Sponsor: the issuer must appoint a Member of the Securities Market having
the right to provide underwriting services in a public offering as its Sponsor
for the two years following initial listing on the exchange.
 Evaluation of Suitability: is needed
 Minimum Value of Stocks offered: in the case of a public offering, the total
value of stocks offered must be at least 2.000.000 euro. This requirement does
not apply in the case of secondary or parallel listing.
 “Big Cap” Segment
 Shareholders’ Equity: > 15.000.000 euro at the time of submission of the
listing application.
 Profitability: the issuer must report minimum profits before taxes for the last
three years of 12.000.000 euro and not less than 3.000.000 euro per year,
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) for the
last three years of at least 16.000.000 euro and not less than 4.000.000 euro
per year.
 Capitalization: the issuer‟s total capitalization must be at least 150.000.000
euro, as determined on the basis of the lowest price of the price range of the
public offering.
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A stock may be transferred from the Mid & Small Cap Segment to the Big Cap
Segment during the first review in which it is ascertained that the stock meets on of
the following criteria:
 Its total capitalization is higher than 100.000.000 euro.
 Its free float is higher than 20%.
 Its liquidity is higher than 20%.
 The stock has not had, during the six-month prior to the view, a weighted
velocity of over 200%
A stock is transferred from the Big Cap to the Mid & Small Cap Segment in the
following cases:
 If it is ascertained that in two successive reviews the stock meets one of the
following criteria:
 Its free float is less than 20% and higher than 18%
 Its liquidity is less than 20% and higher than 15%
 Its average capitalization is less than 100.000.000 euro and higher than
95.000.000 euro
Transfer may be affected even if the criterion is different at each review.
 If, in the first review, it is ascertained that the stock meets one of the following
criteria:
 Its free float is less than 18%
 Its liquidity is less than 15%
 The average capitalization for the six-month period is less than
95.000.000 euro
The companies listed on the exchange are regulated by the Hellenic Capital Market
Commission. By the end of 2006, there were 320 companies listed in the Athens Stock
Exchange. Almost five years later (31/10/2010), this number decreased to 296 (chart 33).
There seems to be a continuous reduction of the listed companies, affected by the economic
crisis in Greece.
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Chart 33: Number of listed companies on Athens SE, 2006-2010 [1]
At the end of June 2011, this number continues on a downer, resulting at 276 listed
companies, according to ASE official website.

4.2. Belgrade Stock Exchange
The BELEX is spitted into 3 markets: the Regulated Market Listing A, the Regulated Market
Listing B, and the Unregulated Markets. Each of these markets has its own minimum listing
requirements [15].
 Regulated Market Listing A:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  20.000.000 EUR
 Years of Business Activity 3 Years
 Capitalization of Issue  Non Available
 Free Float  Yes
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  in the free float shares a minimum 10
million EUR owned by at least 500 shareholders.
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts One
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements IAS-Audited financial statement with positive
opinion
 Regulated Market Listing B:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  4.000.000 EUR
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 Years of Business Activity 2 Years
 Capitalization of Issue  Non Available
 Free Float  Yes
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  in the free float shares a minimum 2
million EUR owned by at least 250 shareholders, or shares owned by at least
500 shareholders
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts One
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements IAS-Audited financial statement
 Unregulated Market:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  No
 Years of Business Activity No
 Capitalization of Issue  No
 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  No
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts No
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements No
In chart 34, we can see the listed companies on the Belgrade SE. From 2006 to 2008,
we can see an upward trend in the number of listed companies, from 1.204 companies in
2006, to 1.848 in 2010. In contrast with the period 2009-2010, were this trend seems to be
downwards, ending up with 1.601 in 2010.
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Chart 34: Number of listed companies on Belgrade SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Belgrade Stock Exchange had 1455 listed companies according
to the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).

4.3. Sofia Stock Exchange
A company can be listed on four different markets: Official Market A, Official Market B,
Unofficial Market A, and Unofficial Market B and each of them has its requirements to be
listed [15]
 Official Market A:
 Years of Business Activity 5 Years
 Free Float  Yes
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 3 of last 5
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 5
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements :
 Issue was admitted to trading on the Official Market of Equities,
Segment B, for a period of a least 1 year or on the Unofficial Market of
Equities for 2 years
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 At least 25% of the issue is held by minority shareholders, or the total
value of shares held by such shareholders is at least 20.000.000 BGN (
10.000.000 EUR approximately)
 Average monthly turnover of the issue on the Exchange for the last 6
months is not less than one million BGN (~500.000 EUR)
 Average monthly number of transactions in the issue on the Exchange
for the last 6 months in not less than 500 transactions.
 Additional Special Requirements  Issuer has committed itself to carry out
its activity in conformity with the National Corporate Governance Code,
approved by the Exchange
 Official Market B:
 Years of Business Activity 5 Years
 Free Float  Yes
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 2 of last 5
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 5
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements :
 Issue was admitted to trading on the Official Market of Equities for a
period of a least 1
 At least 25% of the issue is held by minority shareholders, or the total
value of shares held by such shareholders is at least 5.000.000 BGN (~
2.500.000 EUR)
 Average monthly turnover of the issue on the Exchange for the last 6
months is not less than 500.000 BGN (250.000 EUR approximately)
 Average monthly number of transactions in the issue on the Exchange
for the last 6 months in not less than 200 transactions
 Additional Special Requirements  Issuer has committed itself to carry out
its activity in conformity with the National Corporate Governance Code,
approved by the Exchange
 Unofficial Market A:
 Years of Business Activity No
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 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  No
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts  Last interim
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements :No requirements to first listing but afterwards each
issue is monthly revised and respectively transferred to Unofficial Market,
segment B, provided:
 The average monthly value traded for the last 6 months has been less
than 4.000 BGN (~2.000 EUR), or
 The average monthly number of trades executed for the last 6 months
has been less than 5
 Unofficial Market B:
 Years of Business Activity No
 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  No
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts  Last interim
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  Direct listing (different from the general case of the
transferring from the Unofficial market, segment A) in not allowed
In 2006, Bulgarian SE had 347 listed companies. For the next 2 years, it had an
upward trend, ending up with 399 in 2008. It stays stable in this number for the next year and
had a small reduction in 2010, ending up to 390 listed companies (chart 35).
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Chart 35: Number of listed companies on Bulgarian SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Bulgarian Stock Exchange had 392 listed companies according
to the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).

4.4. Bucharest Stock Exchange
The Bucharest SE is divided into three categories, Category I, Category II, and Category III,
each of them has different listing requirements [15]
 Category I:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  30.000.000 EUR
 Years of Business Activity  3
 Capitalization of Issue 30.000.000 EUR
 Free Float  Non Available
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  2.000
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 2
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 3
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Ordinary Shares
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  The Company must have made a public offer. The shares
should be registered with the National Securities Commission Registration
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System, and the securities must be freely transferrable and dematerialized.
Also, the company has to comply with the disclosure requirements of the
Exchange. Furthermore, the issuer has to conclude a contract in this respect
with the Exchange.
 Special Requirements  Business plan for the next three years
 Category II:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  20.000.000 EUR
 Years of Business Activity  3
 Capitalization of Issue 20.000.000 EUR
 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  No
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 3
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Ordinary Shares
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  The Company has to have made a public offer of its securities
through a prospectus. The securities have to be registered with the National
Securities Commission Registration System, and the securities must be freely
transferrable and dematerialized. Also, the company has to comply with the
disclosure requirements of the Exchange. Furthermore, the issuing company
has to conclude a contract in this respect with the Exchange.
 Special Requirements  No
 Category III:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  10.000.000 EUR
 Years of Business Activity  3 or less (in special circumstances)
 Capitalization of Issue No
 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  No
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 3
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Ordinary Shares
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
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 Prospectus  The Company has to have made a public offer of its securities
through a prospectus. The securities have to be registered with the National
Securities Commission Registration System, and the securities must be freely
transferrable and dematerialized. Also, the company has to comply with the
disclosure requirements of the Exchange. Furthermore, the issuing company
has to conclude a contract in this respect with the Exchange.
 Special Requirements  No
The number of the listed companies on Bucharest SE was continuously increasing
during the period 2006-2010.

At the begging of this period (2006) it had listed 100

companies, ending up with 174 in 2010. In the meantime, it has 157, 170, and 175
respectively (chart 36).
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Chart 36: Number of listed companies on Bucharest SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Bucharest Stock Exchange had 78 listed companies according
to the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).

4.5. Cyprus Stock Exchange
Cyprus SE has 6 markets, where companies of different fields can be listed on. There are
some general conditions and some special ones that the companies should have, in order to be
listed [9].
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The general conditions are:
 The company must be incorporated and operating as a public company
authorized to issue shares to the public
 The company must be authorized to issue specific securities pursuant to its
memorandum of association and articles of association or any other instrument
 The listing must concern all the securities of the same category that have or
will have be issued
 It must propose the listing of freely negotiable securities
 It must satisfy the Board that it possesses adequate working capital
 It must not undertake any commitments in a way that is incompatible with the
interests of its other shareholders
 It must secure equal treatment to all beneficiaries of securities of the same
category
 It must provide every necessary guarantee for the protection of investors
 It must ensure that any future issue will be offered first to existing
shareholders, pro rata according to the amount of the issuer‟s capital help by
each
 It must propose the listing of fully paid securities
 It must be ready and able to deliver its Register in electronic form, in
accordance with CSE specifications to the Central Securities Depository and
Register
 The major part of its revenues or assets must not come from or be connected
with ocean-going shipping activities, unless the application relates to the
Ocean-Going Shipping Market
 In the case of an Investment Firm, the application must relate to the Investment
Firm Market
The special conditions depend on the markets and they are divided into 6 different
type of market:
 Main Market
 Stock Exchange Value: 15.000.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: 8.500.000 EUR (previous year) or 13.600.000 EUR (two
previous year)
 Dispersion: 25%, 1000 (hold <2%)
 Profitability: 2 of 3 or 3 of 5 years
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 Audited Financial Results: 4 years with net positive position
 Corporate Governance Code: Fully
 Issue price: bigger than 0,26 EUR
 Marketability: 5%
 Parallel Market
 Stock Exchange Value: 6.800.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: 5.000.000 EUR (previous year) or 8.500.000 EUR (two
previous year)
 Dispersion: 20%, 300
 Audited Financial Results: 3 years with net positive position
 Corporate Governance Code: Partly (C3)
 Marketability: 2%
 Alternative Market
 Stock Exchange Value: 1.000.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: 1.000.000 EUR (two years before listing)
 Dispersion: 10%, 100
 Audited Financial Results: 2 years
 Marketability: 1%
 Investment Firm Market
 Stock Exchange Value: 1.000.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: Over 90% of estimated Stock Exchange Value (of previous
year)
 Dispersion: 25%, 100 (hold <2%)
 Audited Financial Results: 3
 Marketability: 1%
 Large Project Market
 Stock Exchange Value: 15.000.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: 20% less of nominal value of its previous year capital or
12.000.000 EUR and the nominal value if its capital to be less than 20% of
the amount of own equity
 Dispersion: 25%, (hold <2%)
 Corporate Governance Code: Fully
 Marketability: 5%
 Ocean-Going Shipping Market
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 Stock Exchange Value: 17.000.000 EUR
 Equity Capital: 8.500.000 EUR (previous year) or 13.600.000 EUR (two
previous year)
 Dispersion: 25%, 300
 Audited Financial Results: 5 previous years with net positive position
 Corporate Governance Code: Fully
 Issue price: bigger than 0,26 EUR
 Marketability: 5%
At the end of 2006, 141 companies were listed on Cyprus Stock Exchange. Next year,
this number was the same, but 4 companies were delisted and 4 new companies listed theirs
shares on the CSE. In 2008, CSE had two new entries, while nine companies were delisted,
ending up to 135 listed companies. In 2009, Cyprus SE continued its downward trend, ending
up with 128 listed companies. This trend was downer and the next year, where the companies
were 123 (chart 37).
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Chart 37: Number of listed companies on Cyprus SE, 2006-2010 [1]

4.6. Istanbul Stock Exchange
The Istanbul SE has two markets, the Main Board (A) and the Second National Market. The
first one has quite a lot listing requirements, while the second one is not so strict [15].
 Main Board (A):
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 Minimum Paid-In Capital  Shareholders‟ Equity must be equal to
16.000.000 TL (~6.900.000 EUR)
 Years of Business Activity  Minimum 3 calendar years
 Free Float  Minimum 24.000.000 TL (~10.300.000 EUR) market
capitalizations and minimum 25% free-float rate. If the free float rate is below
25% of markets capitalization must be at least 45.000.000 TL ( ~20.000.000
EUR)
 Free Float Ration  5, 15, 25%
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results Normally the last 2
consecutive years but if the market capitalization is 45.000.000 TL
(~20.000.000 EUR), or the free float rate is at least 35% only the last year
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts  last 3 years
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  Yes
 Secondary National Market:
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  Yes
The Istanbul Stock Exchange has an upward trend during the period 2006-2010, apart
from the 2008, that there was a small reduction on the listed companies (chart 38). ISE began
this period with 316 companies and ended up with 338. In 2008 had 2 companies less than the
previous year (in 2007 had 319 listed companies), while in 2009 had closed the year with 332
listed companies.
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Chart 38: Number of listed companies on Istanbul SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Istanbul Stock Exchange had 354 listed companies according to
the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).

4.7. Montenegro Stock Exchange
The Montenegro SE is divided into three markets: Listing A, Listing B, and Free Market. In
the following paragraphs are presented the requirements of each one of them [15].
 Listing A:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  2.000.000 EUR
 Years of Business Activity  3Years
 Capitalization of Issue 100.000 EUR
 Free Float Yes
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 1 Year
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 1 Year
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  IAS-Audited financial statement
 Additional Special Requirements  Opinion of Auditors must be without
reserves
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 Listing B:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  No
 Years of Business Activity  1Year
 Capitalization of Issue 20.000 EUR
 Free Float Yes
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results Non Available
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 1 Year
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  IAS-Audited financial statement
 Additional Special Requirements  Opinion of Auditors must be without
reserves
 Free Market:
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 All the rest No

The Montenegro SE had an increasing face from the second year of this 5-year period,
and for the next 3 years, the number of listed companies was continuous decreasing (chart
39). The biggest number of listed companies, in this 5-year period, was in 2007 with 83
companies. In 2010 ended up with 55 companies, which is the smallest in this period.
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Chart 39: Number of listed companies on Montenegro SE, 2006-2010 [1]
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On July 10th 2011, the Montenegro Stock Exchange had 64 listed companies
according to the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS). There
seems to be an upward trend, compared to 2010.

4.8. Skopje Stock Exchange
The Stock Exchange of FYROM has two markets, the First Markets (Level 1), and the
Unofficial Markets. In order for the companies to list their shares in FYROM SE, they should
meet some requirements [15].
 First Markets (Level 1):
 Years of Business Activity  3 Years
 Activity Capitalization of issue  2.000.000 EUR
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum number of Shareholders  200
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  Permanent obligation for disclosure of information
 First Markets (Level 1):
 Years of Business Activity  Non Available
 Activity Capitalization of issue  Non Available
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum number of Shareholders  Non Available
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  No
 Prospectus  No
 Special Requirements  submission of the last annual financial statement
The Stock Exchange of FYROM had a downward trend during this 5-year period,
apart from 2007 where there was a small increase as it is shown in chart 40. The number of
listed companies in 2006 was 101, then after the increase there were 113 listed companies.
After 2008, began the downward trend with 92 companies. In 2009 there were 86 listed
companies and finally, in 2010, ended up with 83 companies.
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Chart 40: Number of listed companies on Skopje SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Skopje Stock Exchange had 75 listed companies, continuing the
reduction of the listed companies, according to the official website of Federation of EuroAsian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).

4.9. Sarajevo Stock Exchange
The Sarajevo SE has the Official and the Free Market. Both of them have their own
requirements in order for a company to be listed. The Official one is stricter and has more
requirements than the Free Market [15].
 Official Market:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  Paid in Full
 Years of Business Activity  3 Years
 Capitalization of Issue 2.045.200 EUR
 Free Float  1.022.600 EUR
 Free Float Ration  25%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  Yes
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 3
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Special Requirements  Net Worth, Audited Financial Statement
 Additional Special Requirements  Quarterly Financial Information
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 Free Market:
 Minimum Paid-In Capital  Paid in Full
 Years of Business Activity  Non Available
 Capitalization of Issue  Non Available
 Free Float  Non Available
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  Non Available
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts Non Available
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Non Available
 Special Requirements

 Freely transferable and approved by the

Management Board of the Exchange
The Sarajevo SE had a continuous upward trend during these 5 years. It began the
period with 489, the next year had 509 listed companies and in 2008 had 524. It continued its
upward trend but with a small increase in 2009, having had 529 listed companies and ended
up with 541 in 2010, as it is shown in chart 41.
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Chart 41: Number of listed companies on Sarajevo SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Sarajevo Stock Exchange had a small reduction, and had 534
listed companies according to the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock
Exchanges (FEAS).
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4.10. Tirana Stock Exchange
The Tirana SE is divided into two Levels, the Level 1 and the Level 2. Following, the
minimum listing requirements, on these Levels, are presented [15].
 Level 1:
 Years of Business Activity  3 Years
 Capitalization of Issue  484.000 USD (~339.000 EUR)
 Free Float Ration  20%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  50
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 3 Years
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
 Level 2:
 Years of Business Activity 1 Year
 Capitalization of Issue  242.000 USD (~170.000 EUR)
 Free Float Ration  15%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  50
 Minimum Years of Positive Financial Results 1 Years
 Listing Agreement with Central Depository  Yes
On July 10th 2011, the Tirana Stock Exchange had no listed companies according to
the official website of Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS). TSE has only five
members, with the last one to be the Societe Generale Albania.

4.11. Zagreb Stock Exchange
The Zagreb SE has 4 Markets, the Official Market, the Regular Market, The JDD Market, and
finally, the Parallel Market. Each of these markets has its own requirements in order for a
company to be listed on the SE [15].
 Official Market:
 Years of Business Activity 3 Years
 Capitalization of Issue:
 For Shares: 100.000.000 KN (~ 14.000.000 EUR)
 For Bonds: 50.000.000 KN (~7.000.000 EUR)
 Free Float Ration  25%
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 Minimum Number of Shareholders  No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 3 Years
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Regular Market:
 Years of Business Activity 2 Years
 Capitalization of Issue:
 For Shares: 20.000.000 KN (~ 2.800.000 EUR)
 For Bonds: 15.000.000 KN (~2.100.000 EUR)
 Free Float Ration  15%
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  50
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 2 Years
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 JDD Market:
 Years of Business Activity 1 Year
 Capitalization of Issue:
 For Shares: 30.000.000 KN (~ 4.200.000 EUR)
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  100
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 1 Years
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Listing Agreement With Central Depository  Yes
 Prospectus  Yes
 Parallel Market:
 Years of Business Activity 1 Year
 Capitalization of Issue  No
 Free Float  No
 Free Float Ration  Non Available
 Minimum Number of Shareholders  No
 Number of Prior Years Audited Financial Accounts 1 Years
 Whole Class of Securities to be Issued  Yes
 Prospectus  No
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In the second year of the period 2006-2010, the number of listed companies on the
Zagreb SE, had a remarkable incensement. Thus, from 182 listed companies in 2006, the
number went up to 359. The next year, the number was almost the same, 356. For the last two
years of this period, there was a reduction on the listed companies. 2009 closed up with 271
companies and the final year of the period, had 240 listed companies (chart 42).
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Chart 42: Number of listed companies on Zagreb SE, 2006-2010 [1]
On July 10th 2011, the Zagreb Stock Exchange had a big reduction of listed
companies. The number was 173 according to the official website of Federation of EuroAsian Stock Exchanges (FEAS).
In the following chart is presented the number of listed companies for the five year
period, in all the Stock Exchanges included in this dissertation.
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Chart 43: Listed Companies in the SEs, 2006-2010
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5. Evolution of Technology in SEs
Rapid technological advancements in telecommunications and the internet are transforming
the basic business model of a Stock Exchange. In an increasingly competitive world with low
barriers to entry, exchange owners are rapidly recognizing that efficient market design and
trading mechanisms are crucial to winning greater market share, in terms of both trading
volume and number of listings. Accordingly, scores of SE around the world have introduced
fully automated and transparent electronic trading systems, replacing their trading floors on
which brokers manually match orders using an open-outcry system. During the last 15 years,
most new exchanges started as full electronic because the costs of developing, operating and
maintaining electronic systems are typically far lower than the trading floor [18].This is the
reason for passing from the trading floor to the electronic trading platform.

5.1. Historical Data
Historically, stock markets were physical locations where buyers and sellers met and
negotiated. With the improvement in communications technology in the late 20th century, the
need for a physical location became less important, as traders could transact from remote
locations [14]. In the early days, the history of the stock market showed that to buy and sell
stocks and bonds meant that someone had to physically have the bonds in their hands and
using runners to deliver these from one location to another was the norm. On the other hand,
trading the way it used to be done meant that unless you were one of the lucky ones to be in
the “group” you weren‟t able to trade or you had to have physical representation there to
perform the trades for you [19].
As the stock exchange progressed so did the need for up-to-date information on the
fluctuation in the price of the stock markets. To help reduce the risk, investors wanted
information on the price changes and a way of being able to “get out” immediately in the
event the stock market begins to crash, like in did in 1929. Images floated around that showed
the chaos on the trading floor with ticker tape laying everywhere and the mound would just
keep building up; however, today, the trading floor has been pretty much eliminated through
the incorporation of computerized technology. We‟re not just talking about computers and
Internet service, we are also talking about highly detailed software programs that are
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considered to be “intellectual technology” and that are based upon mathematical pricing
model strategies. A lot has gone on over the years throughout the development of technology
into the Stock exchange, and today, one can make trades from the comfort of their own home
using real-time data about the stocks, pricing, and more. Trades can literally be performed in
an instant, no matter how many shares you wish to acquire or sell [19].
In order to trade in the stock market, one doesn't have to know all of the technical
details in buying and selling stocks, in most cases, a basic understanding of the stock market
is more than enough. But due to the amount of information that one has to consider, stock
trading requires a lot of time and effort in order to become a profitable activity. Thanks to
technology, the transfer and retrieval of such information is so much easier. The Internet is a
powerhouse of all sorts of information and is accessible at all times. There are a lot of sites
like www.marketinout.com on the Internet providing information and reports such as stock
screening services, which help traders, find trending stocks. Others provide volume trends and
reports on which stocks have reached new highs and lows. Now, traders and investors no
longer have to these trending manually as these online tools help automate reports, thereby
allowing traders and investors find the best investment opportunities [20].


Information technology provides mass and fast access to the stock market, while
improving efficiencies. Improved information dissemination enables investors to make
informed decisions. Furthermore, information technology cuts costs for stock market
investors. Despite these benefits, financial markets are exposed to distinct risks related
to technology [21].



Information technology is associated with stock quotes and trade settlement. Stock
tickers track volume, share prices and individual trades throughout the session.
Traders on the stock exchange floor use information technology to verify stock quotes.
Meanwhile, video feeds export real-time data to media and investment terminals, away
from the floor. Electronic networks level the playing field between professional
insiders and retail investors [21].



Information technology reduces the costs of trading through competition. Bid-ask
differentials, or spreads, decrease because of more entrants into the stock market. Bids
are offers to buy stock, while asking prices represent offers to sell shares. Investors
prefer narrower spreads, because they improve chances for trading stock quickly at a
profit. Further, information technology provides for program trades. Program trades
are computer algorithms designed to strip away emotion from the investment
process[21].
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Despite its growth, technology cannot replace the human element. Investors gauge
market psychology before placing trades. But, information technology can increase
volatility. Inexperienced investors may behave irrationally, and program trades
coordinated to sell at particular levels incite panic [21].
Computerization of the order flow in financial markets began in the early 1970s with

some landmarks being the introduction of the New York Stock Exchange‟s “designated order
turnaround” system (DOT, and later SuperDOT) which routed orders electronically to the
proper trading post to be executed manually, and the "opening automated reporting system"
(OARS) which aided the specialist in determining the market clearing opening price (SOR;
Smart Order Routing). Program trading is defined by the New York Stock Exchange as an
order to buy or sell 15 or more stocks valued at over US$1 million total. In practice this
means that all program trades are entered with the aid of a computer. In the 1980s program
trading became widely used in trading between the S&P500 equity and futures markets [22].
The long bull market of the 1990s was good for the NYSE, yet the overall growth of
the stock market also helped fuel the company's principal competitor, NASDAQ, and
promoted many alternative electronic trading systems. These alternative systems (known as
ECNs, for electronic communication networks), such as Instinet Corp. and Bloomberg
Tradebook, used advanced communication technology to allow institutions to trade among
themselves, cutting out the middleman. These were increasingly viewed as low-cost
alternatives to traditional trading. By the mid-1990s, the ECNs accounted for close to four
percent of orders in securities listed on the NYSE, up from just over one percent in 1991. As
for NASDAQ, it was known as the haven of technology stocks, and by and large it was
technology that was thought to account for the long season of prosperity in the U.S. stock
market. It became increasingly important for the NYSE to distinguish itself from NASDAQ
and its competitors, and to sell itself as the best stock exchange. The principal difference
between NASDAQ and the NYSE was the floor trading system. NASDAQ did not have the
member specialists who tracked each listed stock, but dealt through so-called market makers,
who handled all trades electronically. Different market makers might quote different prices
for the same stock, depending on their inventory [23].
One of the earliest examples of widespread electronic trading was on Globex, the
CME Group‟s electronic trading platform that allows access to a variety of financial, foreign
exchange and commodity markets. The Chicago Board Of Trade produced a rival system that
was based on Oak Trading Systems‟ Oak platform which facilitated „E Open Outcry,‟ an
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electronic trading platform that allowed for electronic trading to take place alongside the
trading that took place in the CBOT pits. Oak Trading Systems continues to offer access to
global markets via various software applications, including demo packages, and products are
available through reputable brokerage firms such as EHedger LLC [23].
Electronic trading makes transactions easier to complete, monitor, clear, and settle.
NASDAQ, set up in 1971, was the world's first electronic stock market, though it originally
operated as an electronic bulletin board, rather than offering straight through processing
(STP). By early 2007, organizations like the Chicago Mercantile Exchange were creating
electronic trading platforms to support the emerging interest in trading within the foreign
exchange market [23].
Today many investment firms on both the buy side and sell side are increasing their
spending on technology for electronic trading. Many floor traders and brokers are being
removed from the trading process. Traders are relying on algorithms to analyze market
conditions and then execute their orders. Dates of introduction of electronic trading by the
leading exchanges in 120 countries are provided in a Journal of Finance article published in
2005 “Financial market design and the equity premium: Electronic vs. floor trading”.
There are, broadly, two types of trading in the financial markets:


Business-to-business (B2B) trading, often conducted on exchanges, where large
investment banks and brokers trade directly with one another, transacting large
amounts of securities, and



Business-to-consumer (B2C) trading, where retail (e.g. individuals buying and selling
relatively small amounts of stocks and shares) and institutional clients (e.g. hedge
funds, fund managers or insurance companies, trading far larger amounts of securities)
buy and sell from brokers or "dealers", who act as middle-men between the clients and
the B2B markets.
While the majority of retail trading probably now happens over the Internet, retail

trading volumes are dwarfed by institutional, inter-dealer and exchange trading. Before the
advent of eTrading, exchange trading would typically happen on the floor of an exchange,
where traders in brightly colored jackets (to identify which firm they worked for) would shout
and gesticulate at one another - a process known as open outcry or "pit trading" (the exchange
floors were often pit-shaped - circular, sloping downwards to the centre, so that the traders
could see one another).
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For instruments which aren't exchange-traded (e.g. U.S. treasury bonds), the interdealer market substitutes for the exchange. This is where dealers trade directly with one
another or through inter-dealer brokers (i.e. companies like GFI Group, BGC Partners and
Garban, who act as middle-men between dealers such as investment banks). This type of
trading traditionally took place over the phone but brokers are beginning to offer e-Trading
services.
Similarly, B2C trading traditionally happened over the phone and, while much of it
still does, more brokers are allowing their clients to place orders using electronic systems.
Many retail (or "discount") brokers (e.g. Charles Schwab, E-Trade) went online during the
late 1990s and most retail stock-broking probably takes place over the web now. Larger
institutional clients, however, will generally place electronic orders via proprietary electronic
trading platforms such as Bloomberg Terminal, Reuters 3000 Xtra, BondsPro, Thomson
TradeWeb or CanDeal (which connect institutional clients to several dealers), or using their
brokers' proprietary software.

5.2. Evolution of trading at a glance [22]
The earliest stock exchanges were in France in the 12th century and in Bruges and Italy in the
13th. Presumably data about trades in those times was written down by scribes and traveled
by courier. In the early 19th century Reuters sent data by carrier pigeons between Germany
and Belgium. In London early exchanges were located near coffee houses which may have
played a part in trading.
In late 1860s New York young men called “runners” carried prices between the
exchange and broker‟s offices, and often these prices were posted by hand on large chalk
boards in the offices. The New York Stock Exchange is known as the "Big Board", perhaps
because of these large chalk boards. Until recently, in some countries such chalkboards
continued in use. Morse code was used in Chicago until 1967 for traders to send data to clerks
called "board markers".
From 1797 to 1811 in the United States, the New York Price Current was first
published. It was apparently the first newspaper to publish stock prices, and also showed
prices of various commodities. In 1884 the Dow Jones company published the first stock
market averages, and in 1889 the first issue of the Wall Street Journal appeared. As time
passed, other newspapers added market pages. The New York Times was first published in
1851, and added stock market tables at a later date.
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There are lots of electronic systems used from the 19th century till now. There is a
short review of them:
 Ticker tape: In 1863 Edward A. Calahan of the American Telegraph Company
invented a stock telegraph printing instrument which allowed data on stocks, bonds,
and commodities to be sent directly from exchanges to broker offices around the
country. It printed the data on 0.75 inches (1.9 cm) wide paper tape wound on large
reels. The sound it made while printing earned it the name "stock ticker". Other
inventors improved on this device, and ultimately Thomas Edison patented a
"universal stock ticker", selling over 5,000 in the late 19th century. In the early 20th
century Western Union acquired rights to an improved ticker which could deal with
the increasing volume of stocks sold per day. At the time of the stock market crash in
October, 1929, trading volumes were so high that the tickers fell behind, contributing
to the panic. In the 1930s the New York Quotation Stock Ticker became widely used.
A further improvement was in place in 1960. In 1923 Trans Lux Corporation delivered
a rear projection system which projected the moving ticker onto a screen where all in a
brokerage office could see it. It was a great success, and by 1949 there were more than
1400 stock-ticker projectors in the U.S. and another 200 in Canada. In 1959 they
started shipping a Trans-Video system called CCTV which gave a customer a small
video desk monitor where he could monitor the tickers. Competition, including
Ultronics' Lectrscan electron wall system, led Trans-Lux to introduce the Trans-Luix
Jet. Jets of air controlled lighted disks which moved on a belt on the broker's wall.
Brokers ordered over 1000 units in the first six months, and by the middle of 1969
more than 3000 were in use in the U.S. and Canada.
 Automatic quotation boards: A quotation board is a large vertical electronic display
located in a brokerage office, which automatically gives current data on stocks chosen
by the local broker. In 1929 the Teleregister Corporation installed the first such
display, and by 1964 over 650 brokerage offices had them. The information included
the previous day‟s closing price, opening price, high for the day, and low for the day,
and current price. Teleregister offered data from the New York, American, Midwest,
Chicago Mercantile, Commodity, New York Cocoa, New York coffee and sugar, New
York Mercantile, New York Produce, New York Cotton, and New Orleans Cotton
exchanges, along with the Chicago Board of Trade. Some firms had a battery of
telephone operators seated in front of a Teleregister board to supply commission
houses with price and volume data. In 1962 two such batteries handled over 39,000
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calls per day. In 1955 Scantlin Electronics, Inc. introduced a competitive display
system very similar in appearance but with digits twice the size of Teleregister‟s,
fitting into the same board area. It was less expensive and soon was installed in many
broker offices.
 Stock market quotation systems: In the late 1950s brokers had become accustomed to
several problems doing business with their customers. To make a trade, an investor
had to know the current price for the stock. The investor got this from a broker who
could find it on his board. If the last trade (or the stock itself) hadn't made it to the
board (or there was no board) the broker telegraphed a request for the price to that
firm's "wire room" in New York. There, such requests would be forwarded to the floor
of the appropriate exchange, where messengers could copy down prices at the
locations where those stocks were traded, and telephone answers back to the wire
room. Typical elapsed times were between 15 and 30 minutes just to inform the
broker.
 Quotron: Jack Scantlin of Scantlin Electronics, Inc. (SEI) developed the Quotron I
system, consisting of a magnetic tape storage unit that could be sited at a brokerage
and Desk Units with a keyboard and printer. The storage unit recorded the data from
the ticker line. Brokers could enter the stock symbol on a desk unit. This triggered a
backward search on the magnetic tape (which continued recording incoming ticker
data). When a transaction was located, the price was sent to the desk unit, which
printed it on a tape. The first Quotron units were installed in 1960, and were an
immediate success. By the end of 1961 brokers were leasing Quotrons in some 800
offices, serving some 2,500 desk units across the United States.
 Ultronics vs. Quotron: Quotron‟s success attracted the attention of Robert S. Sinn,
who observed its disadvantages: it could only give a last price. The opening price,
high and low for the day, and share volume were not available. His system used a
digital computer to read ticker data and track the additional data on a magnetic drum
storage unit, also transmitting the data to other magnetic drums in major cities. Local
drums sent data to brokerages that would access it through desk units. Sinn formed
Ultronic Systems Corp. in January 1961. By the fall of that year Ultronics installed its
first units in New York and Philadelphia, followed by San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Ultimately Ultronics and General Telephone (which bought Ultronics in 1967)
installed some 10,000 units world-wide. Scantlin Electronics reacted immediately to
the Ultronic threat. In early 1962 they began work on their own computer-based
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system and put it into service in December, 1962. It used four Control Data 160A
computers in New York which recorded trading data in magnetic core memory. Major
cities hosted Central Office equipment connected to newly-designed Quotron II desk
units in brokerage offices on which a broker could request, for any stock, price and net
change from the opening, or a summary which included highs, lows, and volumes
(later SEI added other features like dividends and earnings). The requests went to a
Central Office, which condensed and forwarded them to the New York computer.
Replies followed the sequence in reverse. The data was transmitted on AT&T's
Dataphone high-speed telephone service. In 1963 the new system was accepted by
many brokers, and was installed in hundreds of their offices. At the end of each day,
this same system transmitted stock market pages to United Press International, which
in turn sold them to its newspaper customers all over the world.
 Am-Quote: In 1964 Teleregister introduced the Am-Quote system with which a broker
could enter code numbers into a standard telephone; a second later a pleasant
(prerecorded) voice repeated the code numbers and provided the required price
information. This system, like Ultronics‟, made use of magnetic drums.
 Personal Computers: In December, 1986, Standard and Poor's introduced the program
PC Plus which ran on personal computers and provided timely last, high, low prices
and volume information for any stock, thus making "Desk units" obsolete. The
personal computer could also provide data on individual customers, summarize
trading, show broker address books, and so on. Over the years other companies wrote
personal computer programs in competition with PC Plus, but they all dropped out
along the way.
 Mobile Applications: With the growing use of mobile phones as a means of accessing
market information, companies have begun producing mobile applications that
provide market data in real time to consumers. Such providers include Bloomberg,
CarryQuote, and Delta Stream.

5.3. Electronic trading platform
The use of Electronic Trading (ET) platforms expanded rapidly in last decades. It can increase
operational efficiency in both centralized and fragmented markets, reduce financial cost,
improve market access, and facilitate cross-border 24-hour trading. Furthermore, it can reduce
dealer‟s margins, leading to fewer dealers and adversely affect the quality of dealer service in
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providing market liquidity. The reliance on electronic systems also raises concerns about
operational risks due to system failures [24]
According to Suhua Liu 2005, ET systems differ from traditional ones, such as floorbased or telephone trading, in a number of ways. ET is location-neutral; users do not need to
be at the same physical location, and allows continuous multilateral interaction (as telephone
trading is bilateral). This facilitate cross border trading and cross-border co-operation of
trading systems. Furthermore, ET has large room for economy of scale and reduction of
operational costs, as it is cheap and easy to increase trading capacity which tends to encourage
consolidation. Finally, ET allows straight-through-processing by easily integrating different
parts of the trading process, starting from displaying of pre-trade information to risk
management. Automation of the trading process reduces the search costs by automating the
collection of pre-trade and post-trade information and increasing the amount and timeliness of
information.
In finance, an Electronic trading platform is a computer system that can be used to
place orders for financial products over a network with a financial intermediary. This includes
products such as shares, bonds, currencies, commodities and derivatives with a financial
intermediary, such as a brokers, market makers, Investment banks or stock exchanges. Such
platforms allow electronic trading to be carried out by users from any location and are in
contrast to traditional floor trading using open outcry and telephone based trading. Electronic
trading platforms typically stream live market prices on which users can trade and may
provide additional trading tools, such as charting packages, news feeds and account
management functions. Some platforms have been specifically designed to allow individuals
to gain access to financial markets that could traditionally only be accessed by specialist
trading firms such as allowing margin trading on forex and derivatives such as contract for
difference. They may also be designed to automatically trade specific strategies based on
technical analysis or to do high-frequency trading [22].
The term 'trading platform' is generally used to avoid confusion with „trading system‟
which is more often associated with the trading method or strategy rather than the computer
system used to execute orders within financial circles.
The first electronic trading platforms were typically associated with stock exchanges
and allowed brokers to place orders remotely using private dedicated networks and dumb
terminals. Early systems would not always provide live streaming prices and instead allowed
brokers or clients to place an order which would be confirmed some time later, these were
known as 'request for quote' based systems [22].
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Trading systems evolved to allow for live streaming prices and near instant execution
of orders as well as using the internet as the underlying network meaning that location became
much less relevant. Some electronic trading platforms have built in scripting tools and even
APIs allowing traders to develop automatic or algorithmic trading systems and robots, which
have been used by high frequency traders. The client graphical user interface of the electronic
trading platforms can be used to trade currencies, equities, future, or options and are also
sometimes called trading turrets.
Trading platforms have to follow some standards. The National Futures Association
(NFA) in the US lists the following general standard requirements for forex electronic trading
systems [22]:


Authentication (Passwords, Authentication Tokens such as secureID cards; or digital
certificates)



Encryption



Transactions recording standard



Pricing and slippage standard
But on the other hand, new electronic trading ventures often fail to attract sufficient

activity levels, and close down. Optimark, Tradepoint, Jiway, and BondConnect did not
develop sufficient trading volume to survive [25].
Although automated trading systems can arrange trades faster than floors – based
systems, the latter is suited well when the traders want to negotiate large orders. When the
orders are large, the automated system may not be able to find a willing counter party to fulfill
the trade. This can be circumvented by placing hidden limit order etc, may not match the
speed with which an oral auction can be completed [26].
Finally, the algorithmic trading plays an important role in stock markets. According to
TATA Consultancy Services, algorithms are widely recognized as one of the fastest moving
bandwagons in the capital markets. Employing rules-based strategies has enabled buy-side
firms to increase productivity, lower commission costs and reduce implementations shortfall.
Algorithmic trading cuts down transaction costs and allows investment managers to take
control of their own trading processes. By breaking large orders into smaller chunks, buy-side
institutions are able to disguise their orders and participate in a stock‟s trading volume across
an entire day or for a few hours. More sophisticated algorithms allow buy-side firms to finetune the trading parameters in terms of start time, end time, and aggressiveness[27].
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5.4. Benefits of e-Trading [22].
The increase of e-Trading has had some important implications – advantages.


Reduced cost of transactions: by automating as much of the process as possible (often
referred to as "straight-through processing" or STP), costs are brought down. The goal
is to reduce the incremental cost of trades as close to zero as possible, so that increased
trading volumes don't lead to significantly increased costs. This has translated to lower
costs for investors.



Greater liquidity: electronic systems make it easier to allow different companies to
trade with one another, no matter where they are located. This leads to greater
liquidity (i.e. there are more buyers and sellers) which increases the efficiency of the
markets.



Greater competition: while e-Τrading hasn't necessarily lowered the cost of entry to
the financial services industry, it has removed barriers within the industry and had a
globalization-style competition effect. For example, a trader can trade futures on
Eurex, Globex or LIFFE at the click of a button - he or she doesn't need to go through
a broker or pass orders to a trader on the exchange floor.



Increased transparency: e-Trading has meant that the markets are less opaque. It's
easier to find out the price of securities when that information is flowing around the
world electronically.



Tighter spreads: the "spread" on an instrument is the difference between the best
buying and selling prices being quoted; it represents the profit being made by the
market makers. And the increased liquidity, competition and transparency mean that
spread have tightened, especially for commoditized, exchange-traded instruments.



No need of extensive physical strain.



Faster order entry and execution.



Ability to trade a number of exchanges.



Choice of order routing destination.



Ability to trade multiple products simultaneously.



Instant market data as charts and instant news.



Access to advanced trading programs integrated with powerful analyzing tools.



Speedy access to account details.



Even broker independent trades.
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For retail investors, financial services on the web offer great benefits. The primary
benefit is the reduced cost of transactions for all concerned as well as the ease and the
convenience. Web-driven financial transactions bypass traditional hurdles such as logistics.
But still floor trading, also known as pit trading, is practiced quiet extensively and in some
markets like S&P, the floor trading volume is much larger than the electronic trading volume.
Some exchanges and investment firms are looking to build much larger trading floors. Today,
electronic pit trading is also available in some markets.

5.5. Electronic vs. Floor Trading
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According to V. Polimenis 2005, slow markets, takes some time to execute orders; fast
markets are the limits of slow markets with infinite speed of adjustment. There is another
important difference: in electronic markets limit orders are pre-posted and cannot be removed
depending on the incoming order size; the electronic markets does not have time to
differentiate for small versus large traders. On the contrary, in trading floors, due to the slow
speed of execution, market makers have the necessary time to adjust their quotes when a
block is coming and may thus avoid being price discriminated against (by not providing
liquidity at the early stages of a block‟s execution).
Moreover, the hybrid markets do not generate more informed trading than stand-alone
electronic markets. Under the assumptions of the model, a slow market only competes for the
same liquidity with the fast market. It is shown that, when competing for liquidity with an
electronic market, a trading floor will be able to divert traders away from its electronic
competitor only if it is at least twice as deep. Fast markets (typically electronic order book)
are characterized by certain and immediate executions; that is, when sweeping a transparent
book, the agent knows all dimensions of her order execution quality. The order will
immediately executed at a price away enough (from the current price) to activate the required
amount of standing limit orders. The most important parameter that determines execution
quality in a fast market is the density of standing limit orders[28].
Slow markets, as their name implies, are characterized by slow and thus uncertain
executions; that is, when sending her order to a trading floor, the agent does not know when
her order will be executed and at what price. Since trading floors are risky, in order to attract
traders, they have to provide, in a sense that will become clear, “cheaper” liquidity than
books[28].

5.6. Technology Infrastructure and Systems used in SEs
The first exchange to introduce electronic trading was the Toronto Stock Exchange in 1977.
And the last one was from our sample in 2001; SE of FYROM. This information was
published in 2005in The Journal of Finance. Interoperability of financial information systems
is not the only problem in the international stock exchange system. So, information quality is
very important. It includes dimensions like accuracy, reliability bias, age, purpose, value,
symmetry and is a very important aspect of information exchange. Systems reflect various
changing regulations and laws that may differ from country to country or between regions.
Coverage and accuracy of this reflection depends on many dimensions, like information
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systems building capability of software firms, age of the system software being used and
support capability of tools employed for development [29].
e-Trading systems are typically proprietary software (e-Trading platforms or
electronic trading platforms), running on COTS hardware and operating systems, often using
common underlying protocols, such as TCP/IP. Exchanges typically develop their own
systems (sometimes referred to as matching engines), although sometimes an exchange will
use another exchange's technology (e.g. e-cbot, the Chicago Board of Trade's electronic
trading platform, uses LIFFE's Connect system), and some newer electronic exchanges use
3rd-party specialist software providers (e.g. the Budapest stock exchange and the Moscow
Interbank Currency Exchange) use automated trading software originally written and
implemented by FMSC, an Australian technology company that was acquired by
Computershare, and whose intellectual property rights are now owned by OMX.
Exchanges and ECNs generally offer two methods of accessing their systems:


an exchange-provided GUI, which the trader runs on his or her desktop and
connects directly to the exchange/ECN, and



An API which allows dealers to plug their own in-house systems directly into
the exchange / ECN's.

From an infrastructure point of view, most exchanges will provide "gateways" which
sit on a companies' network, acting in a manner similar to a proxy, connecting back to the
exchange's central system. ECNs will generally forego the gateway/proxy, and their GUI or
the API will connect directly to a central system, across a leased line. Many brokers develop
their own systems, although there are some third-party solutions providers specializing in this
area. Like ECNs, brokers will often offer both a GUI and an API (although it's likely that a
slightly smaller proportion of brokers offer an API, as compared with ECNs), and
connectivity is typically direct to the broker's systems, rather than through a gateway.
Investment banks and other dealers have far more complex technology requirements,
as they have to interface with multiple exchanges, brokers and multi-dealer platforms, as well
as their own pricing, P&L, trade processing and position-keeping systems. Some banks will
develop their own e-Trading systems in-house, but this can be costly, especially when they
need to connect too many exchanges, ECNs and brokers. There are a number of companies
offering solutions in this area.
The following paragraphs present the technology infrastructure, the electronic systems
and the information systems used in the Stock Exchanges of our research. These are complex
technical and technological systems that comprise a high performance communications and
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computer infrastructure, sophisticated computer protection mechanisms, transmission lines
and rights and access to work, good system support, a well projected and maintained
information base that guaranteed that all business transactions run smoothly, and reliable
applicative back-up [30].

5.6.1 Athens Stock Exchange
ASE utilizes an electronic trading model, which provides an electronic, transparent order
system (OASIS), in which orders trade in price/time priority, during continuous trading[31].
OASIS is an integrated automatic electronic system through which trading is made, in
contrast to the traditional method of trading, and was introduced in November 1999 and
allows trading of shares and derivatives. The existence of this system guarantees the
efficiency and transparency of trading, as well as its faster processing and clearance [1]. This
system has been developed by the OM, which is a Swedish company that specialized in
software used in stock exchanges, brokerage firms, banks and other financial institutions. It
built systems that were used by medium and large stock exchanges, and these systems were
mainly based on large computers (mainframe). Later, it adapted its system to fit the needs of
countries undergoing transition by building them with the help of PCs [30].

5.6.2 Belgrade Stock Exchange
The development of the Belgrade SE is closely connected with the development of the entire
financial market. The primary objective set by the Exchange is to meet the growing needs of
domestic enterprise, banks, the state and other market participants. The Exchange is making
numerous efforts that are directed at the diversification of trading instruments and the increase
in the number of market participants [3].
In 2001, the BSE decided to start developing new trading system (BELEX), due to the
fact that there was no other way to satisfy the requirements of National Bank for automating
electronic trading with old saving bonds and other securities in a very short period of time.
But the technological infrastructure they had to work with was inadequate and simply could
not measure up to the words standards. When the BSE information system was completed in
June 2004, the new situation in the capital market greatly varied from the situation in June
2001 that the project started [30]. BELEXFIX is the official trading system of the Belgrade
Stock Exchange based on the Fix protocol. Following the experience of the developed
countries, the Belgrade Stock Exchange decided to develop a trading system with a unique
protocol for exchange of information on financial markets, known as FIX protocol. The
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Exchange opted for the implementation of this protocol in order to ensure a modern, safe and
fast exchange of information. The system was developed with the assistance of external
cooperators and was launched on 14.04.2008. The trading system consists of several
interconnected modules, enabling all the Exchange functionalities [6].
The Listing Module is used for registration of market materials, their inclusion into the
Exchange markets, trading suspensions, registration of Exchange members, their licenses,
suspensions and authorized brokers. This module enables efficient functioning of the Listing
Department in terms of optimization of the business process, while the reports within the
module facilitate everyday work of the staff in this department. The novelty introduced by this
system is the electronic prospectus, delivered by the issuers to the Exchange. The new form of
prospectus reduces the time necessary for its generation, control and entering into the system.
The main module and the central part of the system is the Trading module. Two trading
methods are implemented into this module - continuous and single price auction methods –
along with all types of currently used orders, with the possibility of simple addition of new
types of orders. This module consists of two parts: Trading Configuration application and
Trading Engine. Trading Configuration application enables users to take over the basic data
on market materials, authorized brokers and Exchange members and administrates them for
the purpose of trading. This application is used to define the Exchange market, trading rules,
rules of order placement, and the Exchange realized a trading application used by Exchange
members. For trading supervision and monitoring the Market Supervision module is used,
which enables trading in both on-line and off-line regimes. The Information module enables a
simple generation of all regular and other reports. This model enables automatic generation of
periodical reports and is connected with the Exchange web site. The new trading system
enables the distribution of trading data in real time, which will be used for Data Feed and
BELEX.info. Also, the new system enables the electronic entering of orders via the FIXAPI
module. Members can connect their Back office applications and thus enable their clients fast
order delivery to the trading system. The implementation of the new trading system, with the
FIX protocol, for our market means the improvement of the system performances, speed and
safety, which are important for all investors and participants on the local capital market. As
for clients, the new system means that, like the investors all over the world, they will be able
to place their orders via the Internet. The entire realization of the project was donated by the
Luxembourg Stock Exchange [6].
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5.6.3 Bucharest Stock Exchange
The Efa Company was responsible for creating software used in different financial market
institutions, including stock exchanges. Their system Horizon has been installed at many
stock exchanges, including Romanian Stock Exchange. The company went bankrupt in 1999
and its software was bought by the Australian company, ComputerShare, which also
specialized in this type of software. The system was created with the help of C++. MLP is the
database, and the operational systems are UNIX and Windows [30].
By the beginning of 2005, Horizon was replaced by the ARENA electronic platform
upon stock exchange operations. The ARENA system was developed in-house by Stock
Exchange specialists and was used so far only for negotiating transactions with fixed income
financial instruments. The new platform offers the technical support for carrying out all
operations related to negotiating and finalizing a stock transaction: trading, clearing,
settlement and registry [8].

5.6.4 Bulgarian Stock Exchange
On 16 June 2008 BSE-Sofia successfully launched the Deutsche Boerse electronic trading
system Xetra®. The Bulgarian Stock Exchange‟s decision to implement Xetra® is based on
the awareness of the necessity for internationalization and integration with leading capital
markets. This means that, on one hand, the main technical requirements are in place so that
the Xetra® trading participants who are already connected can directly access the Bulgarian
market. On the other hand, the Bulgarian participants will have the opportunity to trade in
more than 17,000 financial instruments listed on Xetra®, according to the principle of
common entry point after meeting the membership requirements. Xetra® is one of the most
powerful trading platforms for cash market securities and is a synonym for the electronization
and internationalization of securities trading. Deutsche Boerse has been using Xetra® to
operate the trading platform for the Vienna Stock Exchange since November 1999, and has
been doing the same for the Irish Stock Exchange in Dublin since June 2000. Furthermore,
trading on Eurex Bonds and Eurex Repo, as well as electricity trading on the European
Energy Exchange in Leipzig runs entirely through Deutsche Boerse technology. The Shanghai
Stock Exchange, which operates China's largest equity market, will be using Xetra®
technology as the core element of its new trading platform in the future [7].
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5.6.5 Cyprus Stock Exchange
On 23rd July 2001, CSE has introduced a fully automated computerized system, consisting of
the Central Registry-Depository and Clearing & Settlement system. All securities being
traded under the new system, are dematerialized, and the transfers of securities as well as any
corporate actions, run through a central electronic book entry system at the Exchange. The
CSE uses an open-outcry trading system for securities [32].

5.6.6 Istanbul Stock Exchange
ISE utilizes an electronic trading model, which provides an electronic, transparent order
system (OASIS), in which orders trade in price/time priority, during continuous trading.
Orders placed after market hours have no priority [31]. Also, ISE developed the VipAPI
application, through which, its members are able to send orders directly from their computer
systems. Furthermore, starting from June 1, 2009, all notifications of listed companies
announced to public via “Public Disclosure Platform” which is an electronic disclosure
system using internet and electronic signature technologies. The platform was developed
collectively by CMB, ISE and TUBITAK (The Scientific & Technological Research Council
of Turkey). The system is operated and managed by ISE. All listed companies have to
disclose their financial statements, explanatory notes, material events and all other disclosures
via Public Disclosure Platform on internet with e-signature of their officially authorized users.
The system allows all users to access to both the current and past notifications of a listed
company, to access current announcements and up-to-date general information about all listed
companies on a equally and a timely basis, to inquire basic comparisons or analyses among
companies [10].

5.6.7 Montenegro Stock Exchange
MSETS webMonitoring is the opened door for permanent presence on the Montenegro Stock
Exchange. Using this service, anyone can take the information by itself right from the source
and not to wait for it. Furthermore, you can watch the ask, the bid and the price fluctuations of
the shares and the bonds. This is a new service from the Montenegro Stock Exchange and its
primary goal is to give the opportunity to monitor Montenegro Stock Exchange trading
activities via internet. This service is available for all the interested parties, investors in first
place, foreign as well as domestic. Utilizing MSETS webMonitoring, the observer can have
access to the latest information from the markets, considering the companies from its portfolio
as well as the views of the market by orders, prices and transactions in the real-time!
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Graphical reviews of prices movement are also available, as well as other statistical data that
are necessary for making an investment decision [11].
MSETS webMonitoring is a proof that Montenegro Stock Exchange takes serious
steps toward increasing the transparency of the activities on the Montenegrin capital market
and giving buyers as well as sellers of the shares and bonds better insight to the markets. In
order to use this service, it is necessary to have the Microsoft Internet Explorer, version 5.0 or
higher. The goal of the Montenegro Stock Exchange is to make the use of this service as
simple as possible. To apply for this service, anyone can fill the application form and send it
back to the Montenegro Stock Exchange. As an intention to increase transparency of the
Stock Exchange and to enable a simple way for the citizens to get informed about the shares
prices, the Montenegro Stock Exchange released a new service. This service includes the
possibility to get the price by sending a sms, which contains the symbol of the wanted share to
the number 4588 and after few seconds the user will get a message that contains the
information about the price and the last trade. Till now this service is only possible for the 069
subscribers. The price was at 0.5 euro for the message and the newest price of the message is
0,2 euro [11].
According to Miladinovic 2006, from 1993 until 1999, Ljubljana Stock Exchange
developed its own systems named BTS (Borzin Trgovalni Sistem) later donated to
Montenegro Stock Exchange, as well as to other Stock Exchanges. And this is a typical
example of a system perfectly suited to a small market. The modules of this system are
trading, administration, trade supervision, technical supervision, data distribution, and
communication module. The system was developed using Windows, the development
surroundings were MS Visual C, MS SQL 7.0 formed the base, the net protocol was TCP/IP,
the maximum amount of trade that could carried out was 80000 and the maximum number of
work station was 200 [30].

5.6.8 Skopje Stock Exchange
Skopje SE utilizes the BEST System, which is foundation of the electronic securities
trading on the Skopje SE, and of the information-based products deriving from securities
trading. According to the Skopje SE‟s membership rules, only brokers employed with the
Skopje SE member and licensed by the Skopje SE to access the BEST system may have
access to the BEST system to trade with securities. Furthermore, the new software version of
the trading system uses the FIX PROTOCOL, which is a standardized protocol for
exchanging packets of information used in a growing number of financial institutions and
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allows easy connection to other financial information systems. One of the main benefits of the
implementation the FIX Protocol is that new channels for receiving orders from clients are
introduced, meaning that the Skopje SE members may receive and proceed an electronic
orders from their clients [12].
According to Miladinovic 2006, from 1993 until 1999, Ljubljana Stock Exchange
developed its own systems named BTS (Borzin Trgovalni Sistem) later donated to Skopje
Stock Exchange, as well as to other Stock Exchanges. And this is a typical example of a
system perfectly suited to a small market. The modules of this system are trading,
administration, trade supervision, technical supervision, data distribution, and communication
module. The system was developed using Windows, the development surroundings were MS
Visual C, MS SQL 7.0 formed the base, the net protocol was TCP/IP, the maximum amount
of trade that could carried out was 80000 and the maximum number of work station was 200
[30].

5.6.9 Sarajevo Stock Exchange
SASE has electronic trading system with remote access with fault tolerance and back-up
facilities (up to 2 second response time), real time communication with back office, remote
access, and link with Central Depository. According to Miladinovic, from 1993 until 1999,
Ljubljana Stock Exchange developed its own systems named BTS (Borzin Trgovalni Sistem)
later donated to Macedonian Stock Exchange. And this is a typical example of a system
perfectly suited to a small market. The modules of this system are trading, administration,
trade supervision, technical supervision, data distribution, and communication module. The
system was developed using Windows, the development surroundings were MS Visual C, MS
SQL 7.0 formed the base, the net protocol was TCP/IP, the maximum amount of trade that
could carried out was 80000 and the maximum number of work station was 200 [30].

5.6.10 Tirana Stock Exchange
The securities trading method in the Exchange is 'the open-outcry'. According to this method,
the orders are transmitted by voice from the brokers to the Stock Exchange specialists who
execute the transactions. The trading system on the Tirana Stock Exchange is manual, which
means that all the necessary procedures of the transactions will be executed manually from
the specialists [33].
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5.6.11 Zagreb Stock Exchange
Trading of securities (stocks and bonds) in ZSE is conducted through an electronic trading
system MOST. The brokerages, members of the exchange, are connected by special
telecommunication links with the Exchange headquarters on Ksaver, through which they enter
their sell or buy orders directly from their offices, thus creating transactions with other
brokers. Therefore, there is no single physical place (a traditional trading floor) where the
trade is conducted; rather, it is conducted by electronically connected traders [34].
Brokerage companies that are Exchange members are connected with the Exchange
head office via special telecommunication lines; they enter their sell and buy orders and
conclude transactions with other brokers directly from their offices. This means that the
physical place where securities are traded (traditional trading floor) no longer exists, but
rather trading takes place among electronically connected traders. All member brokers have
access to the trading system in real time (with not time delay/shift) so that they can enjoy
equal status with respect to the receipt of information on the current securities offer at exactly
the same time [5].
According to Miladinovic 2006, from 1993 until 1999, Ljubljana Stock Exchange
developed its own systems named BTS (Borzin Trgovalni Sistem) later donated to Croatian
Stock Exchange, as well as to other Stock Exchanges. And this is a typical example of a
system perfectly suited to a small market. The modules of this system are trading,
administration, trade supervision, technical supervision, data distribution, and communication
module. The system was developed using Windows, the development surroundings were MS
Visual C, MS SQL 7.0 formed the base, the net protocol was TCP/IP, the maximum amount
of trade that could carried out was 80000 and the maximum number of work station was 200.
In the following table is shown in total, the year of the establishment and the year of
introduction of electronic trading of each country. This data have been published in The
Journal of Finance, on December 2005.
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Table 14: Years of establishment & of introducing Electronic Trading

Establishment Electronic Trading
Athens SE

1886

1992

Belgrade SE
Sofia SE
Bucharest SE

1989
1991
1989

2004
1997
1995

Cyprus SE

1996

1999

Istanbul SE

1866

1993

Skopje SE

1996

2001

Montenegro SE

1993

N/A*

Sarajevo SE

2001

N/A*

Tirana SE

1996

Floor

Zagreb SE
1918
1999
* Non Available the year of begging the electronic trading
According to Blanas et. Al, 2007, the design of the stock market information systems
is not covered adequately in the literature. Very little is conveyed regarding the design issues,
the system software and the tools applied in their development. One probable reason is also to
avoid attacks based on known flaws of these systems. Another reason is that there are no
international institutions or regulations that demand that such information is published. There
are many issues in stock market financial information systems development that require the
attention of their stakeholders.
The quality of information systems depends very much on the type of development
tools being used. It is very important, on what tools should be used, and whether there are
available quality designers and programmers to apply them and be able to cooperate
effectively. Programmers can achieve the same user interface and functionality using different
tools and algorithms, the important part is the design and the information systems
environment. These are fundamental differences in the operating systems, the interfaces, and
the structure and the capabilities of the programming tools being used under the different
environments [29].
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6. Conclusions
In the previous chapters, it was performing an exchange – by – exchange analysis of the Stock
Exchanges of the South-Eastern Europe. There is no former bibliography on this subject and
the purpose of this dissertation was to conclude and present all the details that concern the
Stock Exchanges Located in this area. This work seems to be the first attempt for such a
summary work, including a Historical review, the Marker Capitalization, the Total Volume
(both in shares and in million Euros), and the Technology used in the SEs of this area. There
might not have been former work on this subject, but all the data that concern the Stock
Exchanges are freely available via internet. Thus, all the work is done from scratch; though,
the research and the collection of the data was a time consuming procedure. Furthermore, due
to the summer season, the replies on my e-mail were delayed and, by the time I‟m writing this
chapter, there are emails that I‟m waiting answer for more than a month. Fortunately, I have
found all the data that I needed, to generate this dissertation, through other sources. Thus, this
delay didn‟t prevent me from concluding the dissertation.
The purpose of this dissertation was to present the developing Stock Exchanges of
South-Eastern Europe, and in the above chapters it is achieved as far as possible. There, it is
presented the history of each Stock Exchange and its date/year of establishment. Also, it is
presented its activity during the last five year period (2006-2010). It is analyzed the market
capitalization, the total trading volume, the listed companies and the requirements to be listed.
From this analysis, it can be concluded that there was a general increase in most of the Stock
Exchanges in 2007 and from that year and on, there was observed a continuous decline.
Something that is logical, due to the economic crisis that affects all the markets worldwide
that caused a drop of the global equity market capitalization of more than 56% from October
2007 to February 2009[35]. The last year of the analysis (2010), was the worst for most of the
Stock Exchanges, with big losses. Another observation is that the Tirana Stock Exchange
(Albania), which was established as part of the Bank of Albania in 1996, and split off from
the Bank in 2002, till the time that this dissertation is written, it has not listed companies and
movements. It only has five members.
Furthermore, in the last part of the second chapter and from the total chart, is
presented the Market Capitalization for all the Stock Exchanges for this five year period.
From this chart, the main conclusions are that the Istanbul and the Athens Stock Exchanges
have the largest Market Capitalization amongst the SEs of the area, and the smallest are that
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in Stock Exchanges of FYROM and Montenegro. Another conclusion is that in 2007, there is
a big incensement comparing with 2006 and form this year and on, to most of the SEs there is
a continuous reduction, ending up to 2010 where, this reduction is even bigger. A big
exception in this rule is the Istanbul Se, that in 2010, has is biggest Market Capitalization of
the period. As last part of this chapter is done a more thorough analysis of recent annual index
returns and trading volume.
Concluding this work, I couldn‟t mention the technological infrastructure and the
passing from the floor trading to e-trading and its benefits in the Stock Exchanges worldwide,
the evolution of this technology, as well as, the technology used in the Stock Exchanges of
our interesting. The benefits of e-trading are a lot and this type of trading is mainly used
worldwide. Furthermore, the market valuations improve when switch to electronic floor is
announced and this is done because the market recognizes the benefits of automation.
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